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ABSTRACT
Re sponse s of fi be r s in the cat' s auditory ne rye we re re corded
with a micropipette when the inner ear was stimulated electrically,
and re spon se cha rae te ri stic s we re compared wi th cha racte ri stic s of
re sponse to aCOllstic stimllij. For both pulse and sinllsoidal current
wavefo rn1S, two sepa rate type s of re sponse we re ideIltified. In Olle
type of response, aIlalogolls electric and acoustic stimulus wavefortTIs
appe a r to lJe t rclnsfo rlned into similar patte rns of ne rye -fi be r dis-
cha rge; the oth~ r re sponse type shows distinctive characte ris tic s
which are not found for simple acoustic stimuli. The nerve-fiber
response characteristics suggest that the former response type is
mediated by a cochlear electromechanical phenomenon, while the lat-
ter type can be attributed to direct depolarization of nerve memlJrane
by the electric stimuli. The existence of the hypothesized electrical-
to-mechanical transduction was verified by detecting rnotion of the
round-window me:nbrane which accompanied electric stimlilation of
the cochlea; measurements indicated that rOllnd-window volllme
velocity was proportional to stimulus current. 'fhis electromechani-
cal phenomenon was shown to be e s sentiall y independent of knowll
n"lechanical-to -electrical cochlear transduction phenomena. Origills
of the observed mechanical and neural responses are considered and
correlations between the phy siological re suIts and human psycho-
physical observations are discussed.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
At the beginning of the 19th century, Volta (1800) described
sensations that resulted from application of electric current to vari-
ous sense organs, including the ear. Since that titne, a number of
"hearing sensations" evoked by electric stimuli have been reported.
Many of these hearing sensations can be classified according to the
scheme of Jones, Stevens, and Lurie (1940), who described three
separate subjective phenomena resulting frotn electric stimulation of
the pe riphe ral auditory system.
One subjective phenomenon was explained in te rms of an elec-
trostatic mechanism in which forces of electric origin were developed
on the tympanic membrane (eardrum). TIle proposed transducer
accounted for what had been described as a "square -law" sensation,
in which a sinusoidal electric stilnulus was perceived as a tone of
twic~ the frequency. This phenomenon was not observed when elec-
tric stimuli wer'e applied directly to the inner ear (cochlea) of sub-
jects whose tympanic m.embranes had been surgically removed. On
the basis of the sensations experienced by these subjects, however,
the other two phenomena, which involved the cochlea and auditory
nerve, were identified.
One of these was a phenomenon attributed to direct electric
15
excitation of allditory-nerve fibers by the applied currents. The aSE:O-
ciated sensation was complex; it did not correspond to a silnple sound
and was described as a noise which had a buzzing character.
The remaining phenomenon was described as resulting from
action of electric stimuli on elements within the inner ear. The asso-
ciated subjective pheno:rnenon was a simple one: when the cochlea was
stirnulated with sinusoidal current, subjects repo rted a sensation of
tone of the same frequency as the ele ctric stimulus. No physiological
basis for this phenomenon was clearly indicated, although the authors
suggested that it might reflect properties of the sensory cells in the
organ of hearing.
Although some furthe r inve stigations of the two subjective phe-
namena associated with electric stimulation of the hu:rnan cochlea and
auditory nerve have been conducted, few comparable experiments
have been performed using experimental animals to investigate the
physiological basis for the se subjective effe cts, and none has di rec tly
investigated the basis of the "linear-law" phenomenon attributed to
mechanisms of the cochlea.
The present study is an investigation of the physiological effects
of electric stimuli on the inner ear and auditory nerve of an experi-
mental animal, the cat. The purpose of this study is to describe the
basic ways in which electric stimulation can affect the electrical and
electromechanical systems of the cochlea.
16
For this purpose, the discharges of single auditory-nerve fibers
(the output signals of the cochlea) were recorded when the cochlea was
stimulated electrically, and the electrically-evoked re sponse s \\"e re
compared with responses to sound.
These experiments show two distinct kinds of auditory-nerve-
fiber response which appear to be physiological correlates of the two
subjective phenomena associated with electric stimulation of the hu-
nlan cochlea. In one type of Te sponse, distinctive discharge cha rae-
teristics are found which do nut resemble the response to simple
acoustic .stimuli, and this response type is the apparent correlate of
the sensation de scribed as noise. Characte ristic s of this re sponse
indicate that it is the result of direct excitation of nerve fibers, the
mechanism which had been proposed on the basis of subjective charac-
te ristic s.
In the other type of response, nerve-fiber discharge character-
istics resemble the characteristics observed in response to a tone;
this response type is the apparent correlate of the "linear-law" sub-
jective phenomenon. On the basis of the observed characteristics, it
appear s that this ne rye -fibe r re sponse is produced by me chanical
signals which occur in the cochlea in response to electric stimuli.
This hypothesis was verified experimentally by detecting motion
of the round-window membrane produced in response to electric
stimuli. Properties of this mechanical response were determined
17
and possible mechanisms underlying it were investigated.
According to the experimental results, this electromechanical
effect appears to be the basis for the Illinear-Iaw" perception of elec-
tric stimuli by humans. However, the evidence shows that this effect
can exist independently of other, normal sensory processes of the
inner ear, and that therefore it is not a phenomenon intimately related
to the specialized mechanisms of the organ of hearing.
18
CHAPTER II.
BACKGROUND
2.1 Anatomy and Physiology of the Peripheral Auditory System.
A schernatized repre sentation of the anatomy of the mammalian
peripheral auditory system is shown in figure 2.1. A block diagram
repre senting stage s of signal proce s siJ."lg and variable 5 of inte re 5t is
shown in figure 2.2. Variable s defined in the block diagram are al so
indicated in figure 2.1 .
2.1.1 Acoustic characteristics of the head and external ear.
The presence of the head in an acoustic medium places con-
straints on the acoustic signals in that medium. The effects of the
head and auricle (pinna) have been characterized by relating the sound
pre s sure developed at the entrance of the exte rnal ear canal to the
sound pre s sure which would exi st at a remote point in an incident pro-
gre s sive sound field. In the block diagram, the incident free -field
sound pressure is indicated as Pff{t), and the sound pressure near the
tragus at the external canal entrance is indicated as Pt(t); the first
stage in the diagram represents the transformation of Pff to Pt.
The sound pressure at the tragus is transmitted through the
external canal and sound pressure Pd(t) is developed on the tympanic
membrane; the tympanic membrane may be considered an ip.put port
Figure 2.1
Schematic drawing of the macroscopic anatomy of the
peripheral auditory system.
Major anatomical features are indicated. In this two-
dimensional representation the cochlea is shown uncoiled.
(From Beke sy and Rosenblith, 1951.) Signal variable s
have been superimposed on the original drawing:
Pt, sound pressure at the tragu.s
Pd' sound pre s sure at the tylnpanic
membrane (drum membrane)
x s ' linear displacement of the stape s
footplate
Ym(z), transverse linear displacement of
the basilar membrane, a function
of longitudinal position z.
19
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Vestibular
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External auditory meatus
Figure 2.2
Block diagram representing the normal operation of
the peripheral auditory.systern.
Major stage s of signal proce s sing are indicated. Indi-
cated variahIe s:
Pff(t), sound pre s sure in the free field;
Pt(t), sound pressure at the tragus;
Pd(t), sound pressure at the drum membrane;
X s (t), linear displacement of the stape s footplate;
ym(t, z), transverse linear displacement of the
basilar membrane, a function of longi-
tudinal position z;
ai(t), action potential generated in the i th nerve
fiber at the site of impulse initiation;
ai(t-Ti)' action potential in the i th nerve fiber,
delivered to the central nervous system,
delayed by conduction time,. i.
Pathway from the central nervous system to the middle
ear represents the innervation of middle-ear muscles.
Pathway from the central nervous system to the trans-
ducer and nerve endings represents the olivo-cochlear
bundle (OeB) of efferent nerve fibers which end on the
hair cells and afferent nerve endings in the organ of
Corti.
21
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of the middle ear, with Pd(t) as a middle -ear input signal. The second
stage in the block diagram represents the transformation of Pt to Pd.
Transfe-r ftmctions describing these transformations have been
determined e:?Cperimentally. In man the ratio Pt/Pff has been deter-
mined by 1Wiener (1947) and by Shaw (1966), and the ratio Pd/Pt has
been described by Wiener and Ross (1946) and Shaw and Teranishi
(1968).· For the cat, these functions have been described by Wiener,
Pfeiffer, and Backus (1966). In gene ral the se transfe r functions
describe linear low-pass acoustic systems. For frequencies greater
than a few kHz, both Pt/Pff and Pd/Pt depend on frequency, and in
addition Pt/Pff depends on the orientation of the head in the sound
field.
2.1.2 Transmission characte ristics of the middle ear.
In the experilnents described in this thesis, the acoustic stimuli
are usually expre s sed in te rms of the sound pre s sure measured clo se
to the tympanic membrane, and the transformation characteristics of
the head and external canal are not involved. However, sound stimuli
do pass through the middle ear to reach the cochlea and are affected by
middle -ear transformation characte ristics.
The function of the middle ear is to couple acoustic signals at
the tympanic membrane to the inner ear. S'uspended in the middle ear
cavity are three small bones, or ossicles. One ossicle, the malleus,
24
is connected to the tympanic membrane and to the second ossicle, the
incus. The incus is connected to the third ossicle, the stapes, which
make s contact with the cochlear fluid through the oval window J an
opening in th~ bony shell of the cochlea. The indicated middle-ear out-
put signal is the displacement of the footplate of the stape S J X s (t).
Connected to the ossicles are two muscles, which can exert for-
ces on the malleus (the tensor tympani muscle) or on the stapes (the
stapedius muscle) to alter the transmission characteristics of the mid-
dle ear. The tensor tympani innervation is derived from the trigemi-
nal nerve and the stapedius innervation froIn the facial nerve.
A middle-ear transfer-function, Xs/Pd, has been determined for
the anesthetized cat by Guinan and Peake (1967). Using optical mea-
surement techniques, they found that, with the bulla open and the bony
septum separating bulla and tympanic cavities removed, the transfer
function exhibits low-pass characteristics. Transfer function magni-
tude diminishe s between 1 and 9 kHz with a slope of about 6 dB / octave
and appears to fall more rapidly from 9 to 12 kHz (the highest fre-
quency investigated). The middle ear acts as an acoustic transformer
due to lever action of the ossicles and due to the ratio of tympanic
membrane area to the area of the stapes footplate. Bekesy (1960, pp.
95-104) has described the pressure gain of the middle ear of human
cadavers to be 20 to 25 dB below 2 kHz, and in the cat, this ratio may
be as high as 35 dB (Wever and Lawrence, 1954). In the anesthetized
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cat, the middle ear has been found to operate linearly for input sound
pressures up to 130 dB re 0.0002 dynes/cm2 rms (130 dB SPL)(Guinan
and Peake, 1967).
A number of authors have described the contraction of middle-
ear muscles as resulting in a reduction ()f the signal transmission
th.rough the middle ear [see Wever and Lawrence (1954)]. The nor-
mal ~ole of the muscles in hearing is not well understood. It has been
proposed that the reflexive response of the muscles to high-level
sound stimuli protects sensitive inner ear structures from possible
damage. Evidently in the barbiturate-anesthetized cat the tniddle-ear
muscles are relaxed (Dallas, 1970).
2.1.3 Description of the inner ear and auditory nerve.
As a whole, the physical mechanisms of signal processing within
the cochlea are not understood, although experimental data exist on
many aspe cts of cochlear function. In the exte rnal and middle ears,
there is little doubt that the signals of interest are mechanical. In
some essential processes of the cochlea, however, it is not kno·..vn
whether sigrLals of interest eJCist as mechanical, electrical, chemical, or
other physical quantities. The following sections contain a short sum-
mary of the known mechanical and electrical functions of the cochlea.
The cochlea of the cat is a spiral cham~e:r of three turns within
the temporal bone. Over most of its length this chamber is divided
26
into three spiral, fluid-filled compartments by the cochlear partition.
In the schematic drawing of figure 2.1 the cochlea is shown uncoiled.
A drawing of a eros s - section of the compartlnents of the cochlea
is shown in figure 2.3. (The plane of this section is perpendicular to
the plane of the schematic drawing of figure 2.1.) In this cross-section,
the cochlear partition is triangularly shaped, bounded on two sides by
membrane s and the third by bone ... Scala ve stibuli is separated from
scala media by Reissner
'
s membrane J and scala tympani is separated
from scala media by the basilar membrane. The fluid contained
within scala media is endolymph; scala vestibuli and scala tympani
contain pe rilyrnph. At the ve ry apex of the cochlea, the cochlear par-
titian ends and scala vestibuli and scala tympani are connected through
an opening, the helicotrema. At the base of the cochlea the oval win-
dow, containing the footplate of the stapes, opens into the scala vesti-
buli, and the round window, covered by an elastic membrane, opens
into scala tympani. The basilar membrane supports the sensory
organ of hearing, the organ of Corti.
The organ of Corti contains the hair cells (believed to be the sen-
sory cells), supporting cells, and the pe ripheral te rminations of the
afferent fibers of the auditory nerve. Fine hairs protrude frorn the
hair cells and contact the tectorial membrane (Kimura, 1966). The
hair cells are arranged in rows along the basilar membrane. One row
of inner hair cells lies between the tunnel of Corti and the axis of the
Figure 2.3
Diagram of a cross section of the cochlear duct.
Drawing shows the important anatomical feature s of
the organ of Corti and the three cocluear scalae.
(From Davis and As sociate s, 1953. )
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cochlear spiral; the hair cells lying on the other side of the tunnel are
called the outer hair cells, which in the cat are arranged in three rows.
The fibers of the a'lditory nerve form synapses on the bases of the
hair cells. The nerve fibers are unmyelinated in the organ of Corti,
becoming myelinated as they exit through the habenula perforata.
The cell bodie s of the auditory-nerve neurons form the spiral
ganglion, which is situated in a spi-ral canal in the temporal bone. The
myelinated central processes of the auditory-nerve fibers extend into
the central nervous system and form synapses with the cells of the
cochlear nucleus. The auditory nerve of the cat contains about 50, 000
afferent fibers, whose diameters range from 2 to 5 tJm (Gacek and Ras-
mussen, 1961).
An efferent system of nerve fibers from the central nervous sys-
tem, the olivo-cochlear bundle (OCB), forms a neural feedback path to
the peripheral auditory system. OCB fibers which originate in the
contralateral half of the brainstern and cross the midline to the ipsi-
lateral cochlea are referred to as the crossed component of the OCB
(COCB). Efferent fibers enter the cochlea and end on the bases of the
hair cells and on the fine, unmyelinated terminals of the affe rent audi-
tory-nerve fibers (Smith, 1961; Spoendlin and Gacek, 1963).
2.1.4 Cochlear mechanics.
The displacement of the stapes footplate in the oval window
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move s the perilymph in scala ve stibuli, which in turn cause s the coch-
lear partition to move. In figures 2.1 and 2.2 the displacement of the
cochlear partition at a point z along the length of the cochlea is indica-
ted as Ym(z). The displacement of apical portions of the cochlear par-
titian for a sinusoidal stapes displacement was observed directly by
Bekesy in studies reported in the early 1940 s (Bekesy, 1960, pp.446-
469, 500 -510). More recentlv, mot"'ion of the basilar Inembrane at the
~
basal end of the cochlea has been measured using the velocity-sensi-
tive Mossbauer effect (Johnstone, Taylor, and Boyle, 1970; Rhode, 1970).
These studie s indicate that, for constant stape s displacement, the dis-
placement of a point along the partition is maximum at some frequency,
that is, the transfer function Ym(z)/X s exhibits band-pass characteris-
ti~s. The frequency-selective filtering which is performed by the rne-
chanical system of the cochlea evidently contribute s to the ability of the
auditory system to discriminate tones of different frequencies. Bekesy
(1960, pp. 460-469) has indicated that cochlear mechanics at this level
may be represented as a distributed, linear system. Models for the
motion of the cochlear partition have been proposed which show band-
pass frequency responses (e. g. Zwislocki. 1948; Wansdronk, 1962).
There are no measurements of the normal motion of slTlaller
cochlear structures within the partition, such as the motion of hair
cells relative to the tectorial Illembrane surrounding the hairs. This
lTlotion has been inferred from other evidence, however, and the pos-
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sibility that shearing motion of the hairs is the mechanical output
w'hich excites the sensory hair cells has been advanced (Bekesy, 1960,
pp. 672-684,703-710).
2.1.5 Cochlear electrophysiolog~
One essential function of the cochlea is to transduce mechanical
signals, particularly the motion of the basilar m.embrane, into action
potentials in auditory-nerve fibers. This f'unctictn of the cochlea is
indicated by the stage labeled transducer in figure 2.2. Although the
mechanism of the transducer is not understtDod, electric phenomena
thought to be associated with the cochlear transdtlcer have been exten-
sively studied. The electric signals measured are usually voltages,
recorded by electrodes placed somewhere in the peripheral auditory
system, usually on or in the cochlea. These voltages, or cochlear
potentials, can be grouped into four classes; constant potentials, micro-
phonic potentials, summating potentials, and compound action poten-
tials originating in the ne rve.
The latter of these, the compound action potential, is apparently
the extracellularly-recorded response of synchronously discharging
auditory-nerve fibers, and can be recorded with electrodes in or on the
surface of the cochlea and auditory nerve. The all-or-none action
potentials of the myelinated central processes of single auditory-nerve
fibers can be recorded by suitable microelectrodes. The extracellu-
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larly-recorded neural responses do not provide information on coch-
lear function distinct from. that available in single auditory-nerve
fibers [see Kiang (1965) J. Some characteristics of single -fiber action
potentials are described in the next section; properties of extracellu-
larly-recorded action potentials are not discussed here.
A constant potential difference of 80 to 100 millivolts, the endo-
...
cochlear potential (EP), can be measured between the endolymph of
scala media and the perilymph of scala vestibuli or scala tympani,
scala media being the more positive (Bekesy, 1960, pp.647-654). In
addition, there is evidence that cells in the organ of Corti exhibit
negative J re sting potentials such as those found in othe r cells (Beke sy,
1960; La\vrence. 1965). These constant potentials exist in the absence
of any auditory stimulus; they are apparently maintained by metabolic
activity [see Davis (1957) J.
In re sponse to an acoustic input to the cochlea, time -varying
voltages are readily found anywhere in the vicinity of the cochlea, and
particularly in the cochlear fluids.
One component of these voltage changes, the cochlear micro-
phonic potential (CM), is so named because the observed voltage wave-
form is similar to the waveshape of the acoustic stimulus. For tone
stimuli,CM appears to be linearly related to the mechanical input to
the cochlea over a wide dynamic range. although the relationship
departs from linearity at high signal levels. The GM, then, is an
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indication that a linear mechano-electrical transduction process oc-
curs in the cochlea. However, the role, if any, of this process in the
chain of events which leads to production of spike signals in the audi-
tory nerve, and therefore any relation is may have to hearing, has not
been demonstrated. The arguments which have been advanced to
implicate the microphonic phenomenon in the hearing process are
summarized by Wever (1966) and discussed by Davis (1957,1960).
Although a stage for production of eM is not explicitly indicated
in the block diagram of figure 2.2, within the depicted framework, eM
might be associated with the stage labeled transducer.
The source of eM is known to be associated with the organ of
Corti [see SteveIls and Davis (1938)J, and on the basis of experimen-
tal observations, eM is thought to be generated by the hair cells.
Experiments designed to correlate intra-cochlear voltages with the
anatomical location of recording microelectrodes have recently been
performed, but detailed electrophysiological results have not been as-
sociated with structures as small as cells (Sohmer, Peake, and Weiss,
1971). Some data concerning receptor potentials of hair cells in an-
other mechano-receptor, the amphibian lateral-line organ, have re-
cently been reported (Harris, Frishkopf, and Flock, 1970). However, the
effects of mechanical stimuli on the membrane potentials of hair cells
or nerve endip.gs have not been studied in detail in any preparation.
Mechanisms by which m.echanical signals are transduced into
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eM have been considered by several authors. An electric c.ircuit
model of the hair cell which accounts for several properties of eM was
developed by Davis [see Davis (1965)] and later modified by Wieder-
hold (1967) to account for the effect of the OCB on eM and nerve activ-
ity. Bekesy (1960, pp. 636-647) concluded from an energy considera-
tion that the microphonic does not result from a passive transforma-
tion of Inechanical energy, but is ptoduced by an active process. At
present the mechanism underlying the microphonic action of the coch-
lea is not known and is a subject of active research.
The other cochlear potentials that can be identified as response
to an acoustic stimulus are the positive and negative summating poten-
tials, SP+ and SP _ (Davis et ale ,1958), and an additional slow poten-
tial which may be related to these (Kiang and Peake, 1960). These
potentials appear as maintained shifts of the baseline potential (some-
times called de shifts) during stimulation with suitable tones. The
possibility that these potentials reflect a process which excites neural
activity has been advanced (Davis et ale , 1958) and is based on argu-
menta similar to th~se made for the microphonic. As with eM, the
origin of the summating potential is not well understood.
Electrically-generated activity in the crossed component of the
efferent olivo-cochlear bundle (COCB) has a demonstrable effect on
CM (Fex, 1959; Desmedt, 1962; Wiederhold and Peake, 1966). Although
it is known that action potentials in the efferent COCB fibers can occur
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in re sponse to sound (Fex, 1962), the normal operation of the central
portion of this physiological feedback system, and therefore its role in
normal hearing processes, is largely unknown. The OeB is often pre-
sumed to be inactive in the barbiturate-anesthetized animal.
2.1.6 Auditory-nerve electrophysiology.
Auditory-nerve fibers conduct all-or-none neural impulses from
the cochlea to the brain. In figure 2.2, the action potentials (spikes)
generated in the nerve fibers are represented by the set of ai(t); the
action potentials delivered to the central nervous system are shown
delayed by conduction time 1"i. The responses of auditory-nerve fibers
to several types of acoustic stimuli have been systematically studied
by Kiang (1965,1968). Some of the descriptions of responses to tonal
and click stimuli are pertinent to the present investigation.
All fibers show randomly distributed discharges in the absence
of any controlled acoustic stimulus. The rate of these spontaneous
firings varies from fiber to fiber, ranging from less than 0.1 to over
100 per second.
The response to tone is a function of both frequency (f) and level.
The threshold of just-detectable re sponse exhibits a minimum at a par-
ticular frequency which is a characteristic of the fiber (characteristic
frequency, f c or CF), and rises sharply for f > f c ~nd f < f c . A plot of
threshold against frequency is called the tuning curve, and the area of
...
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the stimulus plane above the tuning curve is called the response area.
Tuning curves ·show frequency selectivity which can be compared with
the m.echanical band-pass characteristics of the cochlear partition.
As tone level is raised from low- to supra-threshold values,
fiber discharge rates generally increase. The relation between rate
of firing of a fiber (number of spikes per second) and the level of a
stimulus tone is often termed the intensity function of the fibe r J
although the stimulus is usually specified in terms of the magnitude of
a quantity such as sound pressure, rather than actual sound intensity
(power). In general the rate rises from the spontaneous firing rate to
a maximum rate as stimulus level is raised 20 to 40 dB above the
threshold value. ~tensity functions have frequently been found to be
monotonic, high stimulus levels producing a saturated maximum aver-
age firing rate (usually < 200 spikes per second). Recent evidence
shows that when intensity functions are measured using sufficiently
fine steps of stimulus level, exception to monotonicity is often found
(Kiang et aI, ,1969). The nature of the exception is that a sharp mini-
mum in the intensity function occurs at some stimulus frequencies.
When intensity functions are measured at 5 or 10 dB level increments J
the sharp minimum is usually not apparent.
The, effect of electrically-generated efferent activity of the COCB
on afferent fiber response to tones has been described as a shift of the
intensity function along the stimulus-level axis, reducing fiber sensi-
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tivity by as much as 20 dB (Wiederhold, 1970).
For click stimuli, fibers of f c below about 5 kHz show several
preferred times of firing whieh are simply related to f c ; interva.ls
between preferred firing times are equal to lIfe (Kiang, 1965; Gray,
1966). It is possible that both the value of f c and the firing times for
click stimuli are determined by the dynamics of the cochlear partition,
y..~ith click response reflecting an osc:illatory mechanical impulse re-
sponse [see Weiss (1966)J.
For low-frequency tones, discharges tend to occur in synchrony
with individual cycles of the stimulus. A preferred phase of firing
can be detected for stimulus frequeneie s below about 5 kHz and inte r-
spike -interval distributions show peaks at the period of the stimulus.
For tone frequencies> 5 kHz, the average distribution of spikes ap-
pears to be uniform throughout a period of the stimulus. With con-
tinuous tones at these stimulus frequencies (and for spontaneous acti-
vity) I distributions of inte r spike inte rvale are comparable to the di s-
tribution of inter-event times in a Poisson process; a notable excep-
tion is that the nerve-fiber discha.rge shows far fewer very short ( <
10 msec) intervals than would be predicted by Poisson statistics.
At presellt much is known about the output signals of the cochlea
(the di8ch~rges of the auditory nerve) that occur in response to a vari-
ety of acou.stic stimuli, but the signal-processing stages within the
cochlea are not as readily available for study, and understanding of
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the internal mechanisms of the cochlea is incomplete. No comprehen-
sive model of the operation of intermediate stages has been devised
which accounts even qualitatively for properties of auditory-nerve-
fiber response to simple stimuli (e. g. Weiss, 1966; Gray, 1966; Lynn
and Sayers, 1970).
2.2 Action of Electric Stimuli on the Peripheral Auditory System.
2.2.1 Electric stimulation of human subjects.
It has long been known that sensation can result from electric
excitation of sense organs. Volta (1800) observed that by connecting
a battery of his voltaic cells to his own head, he could perceive visual,
gustatory J and auditory sensations. The inve stigations which followed
this discovery throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries are mainly
of historical interest and have little significance for the present inves-
tigation. Simmons (1966) and Flottorp (1953) have recently reviewed
the auditory effects of electric current that were reported in the liter-
ature of this period.
In the early 20th century a number of reports of electrically-
induced hearing sensations appeared in the scientific literature. The
observation that signals from a radio could be heard without the use of
a loudspeaker or earphone led one worker to patent a device which
purportedly permitted deaf persons to listen to radio broadcasts
(Eichhorn, 1930). Other contemporary reports de scribed new methods
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of hearing based on electric stimulation of the ear (Perwitzchsky, 1930;
Jellinek and Scheiber, 1930) which were thought to be promising for
re storing auditory communication to the deaf.
Later in the 1930's, more systematic investigations of the action
of electric stimuli on the human peripheral auditory system were
undertaken. The following is a brief review of these and more recent
-
human and animal studies which form the background for the present
investigation.
Some of the recent experimentation has been directed toward
development of electric prosthetic device s for re storing useful hear-
ing to the deaf through stimulation of the auditory ne rve. In patients
without functional cochleas, however, stimuli applied directly to the
cochlea or auditory nerve have proven disappointingly poor for con-
ventional auditory communication. Simple stimuli are perceived as
complex sounds, and intelligibility of electric analogs of speech wave-
forms applied directly to the nerve has been poor (Djourno and
Eyries, 1957; Zollner and Keidel, 1963; Doyle et ale ,1963; Doyle et al. J
1964; Simmons et ale ,1964; SimITlons et ale , 1965; Simmons, 1966;
Michelson, 1970)
Subjects with normal hearing have been found to experience
several kinds of auditory sensation when stimulated electrically in
the vicinity of the ear. In one type of experiment, subjects have been
stimulated with high-frequency signals that are modulated at audio
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frequencies. Evidently there are at least two mechanisms that can be
responsible for perception of such stimuli. One mechanism is asso-
ciated with radiation in the microwave region such as is found near
radar transrnitte rs (Frey, 1961, 1962, 1963; Ingalls, 1964). Although
there seems to be some uncertainty as to whether subjects with
peripheral deafness experience auditory sensations in microwave
fields, Frey (1962) has sugge sted that a central-nervous - system
effect does exist. This effect can be distinguished from another kind
of effect, which is believed to occur in the peripheral auditory system.
An electromechanical mechanism which accounts for auditory -,'
perception of electric stimuli has been described by several authors
(Kahler and Ruf, 1931; Meyer, 1931; Chocolle, 1950; Sommer and von
Gierke, 1964; Harvey and Hamilton, 1965; Tuhy, 1967). They have
proposed that when an electric field is developed at the surface of the
body, electrostatic forces are developed which produce perceptible
vibration under certain circumstances. This mechanism has been
incorporated into models of the effects observed when an electrode
insulated with a thin layer of dielectric is placed against the skill of
the head and another contact is made through an electrode on another
part of the body [see Tuhy (1967)]. When an electric signal is supplied
to the ele~trodes, a potential difference, and thus a stress of electric
origin, is developed between the conducting surface of the insulated
electrode and the tissue beneath it. As modeled, the force produced
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is essentially proportional to the square of the applied voltage. If the
applied voltage is a modulated car rie r of the form
the re suIting stre s s is proportional to
This force contains components proportional to the first and second
powers of the modulating signal sm and other components which for
sufficiently large we are inaudible. Because the skin and tissue are
not rigid, they would move unde r the influence of the force. Tuhy
(1967) abse rved that the electrode -tis sue system generated a signifi-
cant airborne acoustic signal. Harvey and Hamilton (1965) cons ide red
the possibility that subjects perceive an acoustic signal that ~s trans-
mitted to the cochlea by bone conduction. Whatever the sound trans-
mission path, the intelligible pe rception evidently re suIts from the
acoustic signal generated by the electric stimulus. It has been sugges-
ted that a modulated carrier waveform applied in this way is trans-
mitted to the inside of the head, where it stimulates neurons directly
to produce readily-intelligible auditory perception [see Einhorn (19-
67)]; however, the available evidence does not support this hypothesis.
Stevens and Jones (1939) described the results of other percep-
tual experiments in which electric stimuli were introduced through an
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electrode contacting fluid in the external-ear canal. Sinusoidal cur-
rents introduced in this way were often perceived as a tone of twice
the stimulus frequency. When a direct bias voltag~ was added to the
sinusoidal stimulus, the perceived pitch changed to correspond to a
tone at the fundamental rather than second harmonic of the applied
sinusoid. To account for this result, Stevens and Jones proposed an
electrostatic transducer in which the eardrum membrane effectively
formed one plate of a capacitor, and the surface of the promontory,
situated acros s the middle -ear cavity t formed the othe r effective
plate. The force developed between the effective surface s is again
proportional to the square of the potential difference between them;
the effe ct of a bias voltage is to introduce a linear te rm in the trans-
duction. The force of electric origin exerted on the tympanic nlern-
brane is equivalent to a force exerted by an incident sound pressure
and is perceived in the same way.
Forces of electric origin exerted on the skin or eardrum mem-
brane may be re sponsible for many of the reports in the literature of
electrically-evoked auditory sensation found in subjects with intact
auditory apparatus, although at the time this pos sibility may eithe r
have g.one unrecognized or may have been discounted (Eichhorn, 1930;
Fromm, ~ylen, and Zotterman, 1935; Craik, Rawdon-SITlith, and
Sturdy, 1937; Hallpike and Hartridge, 1937; Stevens, 1937; Fiori-Ra tti
and Manfredi, 1951; Puharich and Lawrence, 1964; Einhorn, 1967).
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The electrically-evoked auditory sensations described above
have no particularly significant relation to processes of the cochlea.
since they are responses to signals generated either central to or
peripheral to the cochlear transducer. .However, an additional sen-
sation can be identified both by subjects with normal hearing and by
subj€:cts lacking tympanic membrane and. os sicle s. Production of
this sensation appears to require that the cochlea be functional.
It snould be emphasized that a mixture of sensations was often
reported by normal subjects when alternclting current was delivered
with electrodes in di'J.-ect contact with the ear. Jones. Stevens, and
Lurie (1940) identified three type s of senl;ation in normal subjects,
and proposed a separate origin of each ty:pe. One of these was the
square-law, electrostatic mechanism associated with the tympanic
membrane, which had been identified pre'/iously (Stevens and Jones,
1937). Sensation characterist.ics as sociated with this square -·law
mechanism were absent in patients whose middle -ear structures had
been surgically removed, even though cochlear function was rnain-
tained.
The two remaining sensation types occurred when currents were
delivered directly to the cochlea. Of thesE~ sensations, one was attrib-
uted to currents acting directly on auditor)r .. nerve fibers. The com-
plexity of this type of sensation seems to be similar to that reported
in the more recent investigations in which lelectric stimuli have been
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applied directly to the nerve (see page 39).
The other sensation type was described as following a linear
law (as distinguished from the square -law effect of peripheral electro-
static transducers). This sensation occurred only in subjects who
possessed a functioning cochlea, and although the authors were not
able to specify a particular mechanism underlying this sensation,
they did conclude that electric stimuli had an effect within the cochlea
itself.
Other workers have also found an effect localized to the cochleas
of patients without middle -ear structure s, and the cochlear origin of
the effect was shown in other control experiments (Volokhov and Ger-
suni, 1934; Andreev, Gersuni, and Volokhov, 1935; Gersuni and Volo-
khov, 1937; Andreev, Arapova, and Gerslmi, 1938). However, in some
of their characterizations of electrically-induced auditory sensations
these authors seem to have presumed that this one effect predominated,
and thus their observation of an apparent square-law (second harmonic)
response in normally-hearing subjects was presumed to be a cochlear
effect (Arapova, Gersuni, and Volokhov, 1937; Arapova and Gersuni,
1938). It was suggested, with some reservations, that the effect
could re suIt from electromechanical action within the cochlea (Volo-
khov and Gersuni, 1934; Gersuni and Volokhov, 1936; Arapova and
Gersuni, 1938) or possibly from iIllmediate action on receptor ele-
ments (Arapova et ale , 1937; Andreev et ale , 1938).
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More recently, Wallner (1956) concluded that electric stimuli
affected the auditory systeITl peripheral to the auditory nerve, but in
this case the author may have been obse rving the effects of pe riphe ral
electrostatic transduction as well as a cochlear effect. Salomon and
Starr (1963) elicited auditory sensations from a patient when both
direct and alternating currents were applied directly to the cochlea,
apparently reflecting an effect of the electric stimuli on the cochlea
itself.
The possibility that an electric stimulus might affect the cochlea
had been recognized earlier (Perwitzchsky, 1930; Hallpike and Hart-
ridge, 1937). Two alternative mechanisms were hypothesized to ac-
count for experimental observations. On the basis of the subjective
response to abrupt phase changes in sinusoidal stimuli, some authors
believed that both an electric stimulus and an acoustic stimulus were
subject to the same resonant, band-pass filtering (Hallpike and Hart-
ridge, 1937; Barany, 1937; Kellaway, 1944, 194~J. They hypothesized a
mechanism by which an electric signal would first be transformed into
a mechanical one in the cochlea, and then analyzed by the mechanical
system of the cochlea in the usual way, although it was acknowledged
that either mechanical or electrical resonance would account for the
experimental observations. Earlier workers had a priori conceived
of the electric current as exciting electrically-tuned sensory cells
directly (Fromm, Nylen, and Zotterman, 1935), but this possibility
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was specifically rejected by Kellaway (1946).
Some authors have rejected the idea that an electric stimulus
has any significant effect on the cochlea itself (Flottorp, 1953; Chocolle,
1954). Instead, it was proposed that in most, if not all case s, the
observed effects might be due to transducer mechanisms associated
with the particular electrodes used or with the soft tissue lining the
middle ear.
At present there is insufficient evidence in the literature to
specify the origin or the mechanism unde rlying linear -law pe rception
of electric stimuli by human subjects. One result of the present
study is the demonstration of a "linear-Iaw l ' physiological phenomenon
associated with electric stimulation of the cochlea.
2.2.2 Electric stimulation of experimental animals.
The perceptual studies of human subjects described in the pre-
ceding section have indicated possible effects of electric stimuli on the
cochlea and auditory nerve. Few comparable electric stimulation
experiments have been conducted on the inner ear of experimental
animals, and none has been designed as a further inve stigation of the
effects found in humans. The types of experiment which have been
performed are discussed briefly in this section.
Effects of electric stimu.li on the cochlea and auditory nerve
have been studied by monitoring neural activity at some station of the
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auditory system and comparing response to acoustic and electric
stimuli. recording either gross neural potentials (Kiang and Peake.
1958; Peake, Teas. and Capranica, 1962; Agin and Lowy. 1962; Sim-
mons and Glattke, 1970), or single-unit discharge (Clark, 1969).
Some experimenters have observed gross responses of the brain to
direct electric stimulation of portions of the auditory ne rve, the pur-
pose being to study the projections of the peripheral auditory system
on the central nervous system (Woolsey and Walzl, 1942; Tunturi, 1944,
lQ45, 1946; Marty and Thomas. 1963; Kayser and Libouban, 1963).
Direct electric stimulation of the nerve has also been used to estab-
lish and study activity in the efferent system (Fex, 1962; Pfalz, 1966;
pfalz and Pir sig, 1966). In the se inve stigations, the electric stimuli
were intended to bypass some of the signal-processing stages which
influence response to acoustic stimuli. None of these studies revealed
response characteristics which could be a correlate of the two per-
ceptual effects observed for electric stimulation of the cochleas of
human subjects. In some of these experiments, intentional destruction
of the cochlea or the placement of the stimulating electrodes evidently
precluded this possibility; in others, the recorded neural potentials
may not have been sufficiently sensitive to differences in individual
neuron discharge which might be associated with different types of
sensation.
Some experimenters have excited the intact cochlea with cur-
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rent, usually d. c., to determine resistances of intracochlear fluids
and membranes (e. g. Bekesy, 1960, pp. 654-672; Misrahy et ale , 1958;
Johnstone et ale J 1966). In these experiments, however, no direct
effect of the electric stimuli on the sen&ory function of the cochlea
was reported.
Other workers have reported effects of electric currents on the
operation of the cochlea. Tasaki and Fernandez (1952) observed that
the gross cochlear potenti~..ls evoked by acoustic stimuli were modi-
fied when a direct bias current \vas injected into tIle cochlear scalae.
More re centlYJ Konishi et ale (1970) and Teas et ale (1970) 0 bse rved
that acoustically -evoked re sponse of single auditory-ne rye fi be r s was
modified when the co'chlea was simultaneously stimulated with direct
or low-frequency « 30 Hz) sinusoidal current. The direct and slowly-
varying current waveforms used in the se expe riments are not analo-
gaus to audible acoustic stimuli, and the re suIts are not dire ctly com-
parable to the effects of alternating currents found in human subjects.
The reported effects of direct currents may be a correlate of the per-
ceptions reported by Salomon and Starr (1963) or even by Volta (1800).
Although it has not been apparent in the studies described above,
the possibility that electric stimuli can have multiple effects on the
cochlea of experimental animals has been indicated by other experi-
mental evidence. In one recent study, responses of single fibers of
the cat I s auditory ne rye were recorded when pulse 8 of current (shocks)
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were delivered to the cochlea (Moxon, 1967, 1968), and temporal pat-
terns of discharge were described. Figure 2.4 shows an example of
these results. The figure shows pest-stimulus-time (PST) histograms
of the response found in auditory-nerve fibers when 100 tJsec rectan-
gular current pulse s we re applied to the cochlea, It W;l.S sugge sted
that the large peak occurring at about 1/2 msec in the histograms in
(A), (B), and (C) resulted from the direct action of electric current on
auditory-nerve fitJers, The peaks appearillg between 2 and 6 m8ec in
the histogram in (C) are similar to the peaks {ountj in response to
acoustic clicks in the same Cibe r [histog ram (D)]. As indicated in
section 2,1.6, the time patterns of click response may be due to an
oscillatory impulse response in the mechanical system of the cochlea;
consequently, the tJhock response in part (C) of the figure was tenta-
tivel y explained by hypothe si zing that the electric stimll1u8 was
actually transduced into a me chanica! stimulus, and the re suIting
motion excited the sensory cells irl much the same way as a click,
Whether or not the actual mechanisms are as pr(,posed, it appears
that this shock re sponse implie s two excitation proce s s, pos s ibl y
those responsible for the two sensations experienced by human
subje eta.
2.3 Outline of Thesis Research.
According to the se re suIts, when suitable re sponse quanti tie 8
Figure 2.4
PST histograms of firings of single auditory -nerve
{iter s in re sponse to shocks and clicks.
In (A), shocks we re applied acros s the organ of Corti
in the basal turn, with electrodes in scala media and
scala tympani. In (B), shocks were applied with
electrodes introduced into the nerve through the bony
modiolus. In (C), shocks were applied to electrodes
on the surface of the cochlea, one placed near the
round window, the other placed near the apex. Shocks
100 tJsec. In (A) scala tympani negative, in (C) round
window negative. In (D), response to clicks is shown
for the same fiber whose response to shocks is shown
in (C). Click amplitude, -50 dB re 100 V peak into
1'1 condenser earphone. (From Moxon, 1968. )
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are measured, two components of response to electric stimulation of
the cochlea are found in the auditory nerve of the cat. It is possible
that the similarity of auditory-nerve-fiber response to shock and click
found in this experimental animal can be attributed to the physiological
mechanism which accounts for tonal sensations found when the human
cochlea is stimulated with sinusoidal electric current.
The present study is a further investigation of the effects of
electric stimuli suggested by these results. As outlined in the intro-
duction, the objectives of this study were
1) to de scribe effects of electric stimuli on the
response of auditory-nerve fibers
and
2) to test hypotheses concerning the origin of
the se re sponse s.
To inve stigate the role of various cochlear elements and pro-
cesses in the production of nerve-fiber response, discharge charac-
teristics were studied when the operation of various signal-processing
stages was experimentally modified. The general characteristics of
auditory-ne rye -fibe r re sponse s are de scribed in the fir st chapte r of
experimental results (Chapter IV).
The origins of nerve-fiber responses were further explored in
another set of experiments. Some characteristics of nerve-fiber re-
sponse sug"ge at that a mechanical signal occur s in the inne r ear in
re sponse to electri,- stimuli. Consequently J re sponse of the cochlea
was investigated using a mechanical detector to measure motion of
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the round-window membrane. To explore possible mechanisms llnder-
lying this phenomenon, mechanical re sponse was studied in normal
cochleas and in cochleas whose normal mechano-electrical transduc-
tion characteristics had been altered. The mechanical response of the
cochlea is de scribed in the second chapte r of expe rimental re suIts
(Chapter V).
Finally, the experimental data allow some conclusions to be
drawn regarding the origin of ne rve -fibe r re sponse and the origin of
mechanical response to electric excitation of the cochlea. These
conclusions are presented in the final chapter (Chapter VI) along with
a discussion of other implications of the data obtained in this study.
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CHAPTER III.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The basic experimental techniques and equipment for generating
acoustic stimuli and recording the re sponse of auditory -ne rve fi ber s
are those de scribed by Kiang (1965). '. Modifications and additions we re
introduced for the study of the neural and mechanical responses to
electric stimuli. The following includes a brief description of the
important basic experimental methods. along with a more complete
description of the methods peculiar to this study.
3.1 Animals and Preparation.
For all experiments adult cats were anestheti7.ed with an intra-
peritoneal injection of Dial (75 mg/kg) and the bulla opened and the
bony septum removed. The external auditory meatus was cut to permit
the installation of the acoustic stimulus system. In most experiments
the tendons of the middle-ear muscles were cut. To provide access to
the auditory nerve. the posterior fossa of the skull was opened and the
cerebellum gently retracted to expose the auditory nerve as it emerges
from the internal auditory meatus. When COCB stimuli were used. the
cerebellum, was removed to expose the floor of the IVth ventricle.
In some cats a program of intramuscular injections of an ototoxic
antibiotic was used to produce degeneration of hair cells. The drug
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used was kanamycin, a member of the stre})tomycin family. The effects
of kanamycin on the organ of Corti have recently been summarized by
Kohonen (1965) and by Engstrom et al. (1966). Drug doses ranged
from 200 to 250 mg Ikg per day for from 6 to 12 days. Physiological
recordings were made 19 to 163 days after the last drug injection. To
determine the condition of the hair cells, tlle cochleas were fixed with
osmium, dissected, and examined with a p:h.ase contrast microscope
(Engstrom et ale ,1966). The damage to ea~ch row of hair cells was
assessed and estimates of the degree of degeneration were plotted as
a function of position along the basilar membrane (Kiang, Moxon, and
Levine, 1970).
3.2 Configuration of Stimulating Electrode s.
In most experiments, electric stimuli to the cochlea were deli-
vered through wire electrodes placed in a standard position on the sur-
face of the cochlea. A photograph of electrodes in place on a cat skull
is shown in figure 3.1. One electrode makes contact near the edge of
the round-window membrane; the other electrode is placed on the soft
periosteal tissue on the surface of the cochlear capsule between the
round window and the apex. Sometimes when the cochlea was suffi-
ciently mci~t, the cotton around the round-window electrode was omitted
and the wire made",contact through a small quantity of liquid suspended
between the wire and the tis sue. In some expe riments the electrode s
Figure 3.1
Photographs of the temporal bone of the cat indicating
the placement of stimulating electrodes.
The skull of a cat was photographed through the opening
in the bulla made to provide access to the cochlea
during the experiment. View is from posterior looking
anteriorly. The bony septum separating the bulla
cavity from the middle -ear cavity has been removed.
In (a), pe rtinent anatomical feature s are indicated.
In (b), the electrodes are shown in place. The round-
window stimulating electrode has a tuft of cotton mois-
tened with saline solution (0.90/0 NaCl) which re sts on
the rim of bone below the round window. In the expe ri-
ment, the other electrode contacts the moist perios-
teum on the surface of the cochlear capsule. Elec-
trode s shown are #20 stainle s s - steel wire.
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used were made from pieces of 1- cIl'l-diamete r glas s tubing about 5 ern
long, bent and drawn to a 1 mm diameter and plugged with cotton at
the end. The tubing was filled with 0.90/0 NaCI and stainless-steel wires
were used to make electric contact with the electrolyte. These elec-
trodes were arranged to contact the cochlea at the standard positions.
3.3 Methods for Recording Auditory-Nerve Re sponse.
To record the action potentials of single auditory--ne rve fi be r s,
the animal was fitted to a head-holder which held the skull rigidly and
the preparation was placed in a sound-isolated chamber. The appara-
tus used is shown in the block diagram of figure 3.2. Acoustic stimuli
were generated using either a I-inch or 1 /2 -inch capacitor earphone
(Bruel & Kjaer #4132 or 4134 microphone cartridge) in a closed acous-
tic system sealed into the external meatus. A calibrated probe tube
and 1 /4-inch condense r microphone (Bruel & Kjae r #4136) monitored
the sound pressure developed near the tympanic membrane. Clicks
were produced by 100 ~sec rectangular voltage pulses delivered to the
earphone. Continuous tones and tone bursts were derived from a sinu-
soidal oscillator (General Radio 1310) gated by an electronic switch
(Grason-Stadler #829). Repetition rates for clicks and bursts were
usually 10/ s~c, and burst duration was set to be 25 to 50 msec with a
rise-fall time of 2.5 msec. The signals were passed through a vari-
able attenuator (Hewlett-Packard 350A) to an earphone-driver amplifier.
IFigure 3.2
Block diagram of stimulus-generation and response-
recording equipment used for studying response of
single auditory-ne rye fibe rs.
The equipment shown in approximately the left half of
the diagram is stimulus -generation apparatus; re sponse-
recording and processing stages are represented on the
right. Optional provision for shifting phase of sinusoidal
electric stimulus and provision for activating the olivo-
cochlear bundle were included only when required.
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U sing the probe - tube calibration and monitor -mic rophone output
obtained at constant attenuator setting, attenuator setting s could be con-
verted to sound-pressure levels. When required, phase of tympanic-
membrane sound pressllre was also obtained from n10nitor-micro-
,
phone output by correcting for tb.e phase characteristics of the probe
tube and microphone.
Current \vas supplied to the stimulating ele ctrode s through one of
two systems. For delive ring re ctangula r puls e s of ell r rent( shocl{s), a
high-outpu t-impedance, optically - coupled stimulus isolator was us ed.
Isolation of the stilTIulus prevented net flow of stimulus current through
other electrical contacts to the preparation, and reduced stimulus arti-
fact in the records of auditory-nerve activity. The high-impedance fea-
ture helped maintain constant electrode current and reduce effects of
polarization which might have occurred at the electrode' metal-liquid
interface due to the non-zero de COrtlpOnent of the stimulus pulses.
Amplitude and duration of the stimulus current pulse were adjusted by
the controls on the pulse generator sl..:1pplying the signal to the isolator.
Pulse polarity was reversed by switching the output of the isolator. 1'he
polarity convention adopted was to call current into the round-window
electrode positive.
Sinusoidal stimuli were coupled to the electrodes by means of a
wide -band audio transformer (UTe A-20). Sinusoidal current, either
continuous or in bursts, was obtained by connecting the transformer
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through an attenuator to the same source s used to gene rate tone sand
tone bursts. A phase shifter and meter (Acton Laboratories 329B with
type C plug -in) could be included in orde r to vary and measure relative
phase between electric and acoustic stimuli.
For all electric stimuli, round-window-electrode terminal cur-
rent was monitored with an inductively-coupled calibrated current
probe (Tektronix type 131). Current pulse amplitude was measured
directly with an oscilloscope. For sinusoidal stimuli, current-probe
output was measured as a function of frequency at constant setting of
the stimulus attenuator. By applying the current-probe calibration,
current level at other attenuator settings could be calculated. The
phase of electrode current was also determined by a similar proce-
dure. The voltage applied to the electrodes was considered an unsatis-
factory measure of stimulus delivered to the cochlea because of uncer-
tainty of the voltage difference across the electrode-tissue illterface.
For this reason current was routinely measured and used to charac-
terize the stimulus.
Electric stimulation distinct from that applied to the cochlea was
used in some auditory-nerve experiments to excite the efferent CaCB
fibers. The tecluJ.~ lues have been described by ·Wiederhold and Kiarlg
(1970). A pair of electrodes was introduced into the CaCB just below
the surface of the floor of the IVth ventricle, which had been surgically
exposed. A bipolar (doublet) stimulus waveform (100 ~sec positive
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plllse followed by a 100 ~sec negative pulse) was coupled to the elec-
trodes through an isolation transformer. Stimuli were delivered in
trains of 32 doublets, individual doublets separated by 2.5 msec.
Clicks 0 r shocks to the cochlea we re pre sented at 2/ se c, and alte rnate
stimuli were preceded by the train of COCB stimuli (the last doublet of
the train preceded the stimulus by 10 msec). For bursts of tone or
sinusoidal current the alternating paradigm was not used; bursts were
presented at IO/sec and COCB stimuli accompanied each successive
burst. The doublet amplitude was adjusted either to give maximum
amplitude reduction of gros s neur3.1 re spon se to click (N l) J or to just
below the level which excited motor systems and callsed the animal to
twitch.
A wire electrode which made contact with the sllrface of the coch-
lea near the round window was used to record gross electric responses.
The signals from this electrode were amplified and observed on an
oscilloscope to monitor the general condition of the cochlea and audi-
tory nerve.
Drawn glass capillaries of tip diameter in the vicinity of 1 tJrn or
less were filled with electrolyte (2 molar KGl) for use as microelec-
trades. The microelectrode was advanced into the nerve by means of
a micro-manipulator operated remotely from outside the chamber.
The voltage between the grounded head-holJer and the microelectrode
was amplified by a unity-voltage -gain, higl:,·-; .!put - impedance amplifie r
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(Instrumentation Laboratory PICO -metric amplifie r). The lead wire
connecting the electrode to the amplifier was guarded. A reference
ele ctrode of stainle s s - steel wire placed nea r the auditory ne rye re cor-
ded approximately the same artifact waveform resulting from the elec-
tric stimuli as did the microelectrode. The signals from the micro-
electrode and the refe rence ele ctrode we re subtracted in a diffe rential
amplifie r to reduce the electric artifact pre sent in the record of audi-
to ry-ne rye potentials. Sometime s the signal from the diffe rential
amplifie r was low-pas s filte red (at a few kHz) to furthe r reduce arti-
fact resulting fron1. both shocks and high-frequency sinusoidal stimuli;
spike signals were usually high-pass filtered (at a few hundred Hz) to
reduce low -frequency fluctuations of the baseline.
The spike signals were displayed on an oscilloscope and repro-
duced through a loudspeaker. Nerve-fiber discharges could be detec-
ted visually and audibly by the experimenter. A pragmatic threshold of
nerve-fiber response for a given stimulus was defined to be the lowest
stimulus level at which a pattern of response synchronized with the
stimuills could be detected using both audio and visual cues. The out-
put of the microelectrode channel and a signal derived from the stimu-
lus were recorded on magnetic tape to allow subsequent processing.
Quantitative analysis of the response pattern of nerve fibers was
performed on-line or from magnetic tape using a cOlnputer (LING) to
compile post-stimulus-time (PST) and interval histograms. PST histo-
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grams show the relationship between spike dis charge time s and time of
stimulus, while inte rval hi stograms show the distribution of inte r-
spike inte rvals (Ge r stein and Kiang, 1960). The amplified mic roele c-
trode signal was used to trigger a pulse generator and the output of
the pulse gene rator signified the occurrence of a spike to the compute r.
The compute r was also supplied a signal indicating the time of occur-
rence of a stimulus. When the COCB was stimulated on alternate
click or shock presentations, two simultaneous PST histograms were
computed, one from. responses to the stiznuli which were preceded by
COCB excitation, the othe r froIn re sponse s to the stimuli which we re
not [see Wiederhold (1970)J.
Another type of histogram was computed to show the time course
of discharge rate. The number of spikes in a 500 msec interval was
counted, divided by the length of the interval, and the resulting rate
plotted for successive intervals.
Histograms compiled by the computer were observed on a cath-
ode-ray tube display. When a permanent record was desired, the
display was photographed. Actual spike waveforms were photographed
for the purpose of illustration from an oscilloscope display of data
recorded on magnetic tape.
3.4 Methods for Recording the Mechanical Response of the Cochlea.
The basic system used to record mechanical re sponse of the coch-
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lea is outlined in the block diagram of figure 3.3. For investigating
frequency-dependence of response to sinusoidal stimuli, the autoITIated
stimulus -gene ration and re sponse - re cording system de scribed by
Weiss et al. (1969) was used. Sinusoids were generated by a pro-
grammable oscillator (Wavetek model 157). For 120 discrete frequen-
cies distributed logarithmically between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, calibration
of the acoustic system was obtained and stoJ."ed in t.he controlling com-
puter (PDP-B). On command an operating system swept frequency
through the 120 steps, at each frequency setting the oscillator output
to achieve constant level of a selected stimulus variable (e. g. constant
sound -pre s sure level at the tympanic mem"brane). To 0 btain fixed-ire-
quency stimuli, a manually-controlled oscillator and attenuator were
substituted for the programmed oscillator.
Sinusoidal stimuli gene rated by the compute r - controlled 0 scilla-
tor were delivered to earphone and stimulating -electrode systems
which were essentially the same as described in the preceding section,
and stimulus variables were monitored in the same way_ Because of
the physical arrangement of the mechanical detector over the round
window, a smaller round-window stimulating electrode (#30 stainless-
steel wire) was used in these experiments. In some experiments a
stiInulating electrode was introduced into the cochlear scalae through
the round-window membrane.
The mechanical response of the round-window membrane was
Figure 3.3
Block diagram of stiInulus -generation and response-
recordir:t-g equipment used for detecting motion of the
round-window membrane.
Basic elements of the automated stimulus -generation
and response -recording system (Weiss et al. , 1969)
are indicated. Tracking filte r extracted fundamental
component of essentially sinusoidal response waveforms
and improved signal-to -noise ratio. Re sponse wave-
forms could be averaged to observe waveshape with
improved signal-to-noise ratio.
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detected using a liZ-inch microphone (Briiel & Kjaer #4134}, coupler,
and a plastic probe tube which could be positioned over the round win-
dow to form a ·.losed acoustic system. A diagram of this system is
shown in figure 3.4. The microphone output voltage was amplified by
a Briiel & Kjaer #2604 ITlicrophone alTIplifier. The frequency depen-
dence of the microphone pressure response was calibrated with an
electrostatic actuator. The magnitude of pressure response was
essentially flat to 10 kHz, and down 3 dB at 20 kHz. Using a calibra-
ted pressure source, the absolute mid-band sensitivity of the ITlicro-
phone was measured and typically was -60 dB re 1 V /tJbar, which
implies a 1 tJV output voltage at 14 dB SPL. These calibrations were
used to convert microphone output voltage to pressure at the diaphragm.
Since the microphone system was principally used to determine the
ratio of round-window-mernbrane motion for acoustic and electric
stimuli, knowledge of the acoustic characteristics of the tube was in
general not necessary. Some further characteristics of the micro-
phone system are discussed in Appendix II.
In this type of experiment the animal was placed in an adjustable
head-holder and positioned to allow access to the cochlea and round
window. To facilitate sealing of the microphone and tube over the
round window, the periosteum surrounding the round window was
scraped from the bone, and the surface was swabbed with cotton and
allowed to dry. The wire stimulating electrode and an electrode for
Figure 3.4
Cross -sectional drawing of the probe tube J coupler,
and probe tnicrophone.
A Briiel & Kjaer type 4134 1/2 -inch capacitor micro-
phone cartridge is coupled to the polyethylene probe
tubell The dimensions shown describe the volulne of
air in the system. Total air volume, 0.075 em3 .
Equivalent microphone volume calculated from abso-
lute pre ssure sensitivity and from manufacturer r s
specifications, approximately 0.0033 cm 3.
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Inonitoring surface cochlear potentials were placed close to the round-
Wilidow membrane, and a ridge of cement (Grip, L. D. Caulk Co. ) was
then built up around the round windo\v and roughly shaped to fit the open
end of the tube. (The round-window electrodes were embedded in the
cement ridge. ) The tube and microphone assembly was then placed
in position and a small quantity of pett:olatum applied to the joint
between the tube and cement ridge, completing the acoustic seal. In
some experiments a notch was left in the ridge to allow an electrode to
be advanced into the cochlear scalae through the round window. In such
a case, the electrode was positioned before the tube was installed, and
a drop of petrolatum was used around the electrode, allowing it to move
while maintaining an acoustic 5eal. A microelectrode was sometimes
introduced into the cochlea to measure the direct endocochlear poten-
tial (Sohmer, Peake, and Weiss, 1971). Sometimes, as indicated above,
a stimulus electrode was introduced in thIs way.
The effects that the procedure of scraping and cementing the bone
had an the electrical properties of the surface of the cochlea were not
investigated directly. The removal of the moist soft tissue a-round the
round window might be expet:ted to increase the electric impedance of
the surface and cause a larger percentage of electrode current to flow
into the cochlea. However, when other conditions were comparable,
electrode impedances in other cochleas fell' within the range of vari-
ability of those found in the scraped and cemented cochleas, suggesting
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that in both cases the major component of current flowed into the
cochlea.
Care was taken to insure that the microphone system and the
electric stimulating system shared no common connections that could
couple stimulus signals to the electric output of the microphone sys-
tern. In particular, it was necessary to insulate the metal microphone
case from the animal r s ground system inside the experimental cham-
ber. When the probe tube was occluded with a small quantity of water
or petrolatum, it was verified that the signals recorded at the output of
the microphone amplifier were due to the acoustic output of the cochlea.
The signals of interest in this type of experiment were all respon-
sea to sinusoidal electric and acoustic stimuli, and came from three
sources: 1) Gross round-window electrode
2) Probe microphone system
3) Current probe connected to stimulating electrodes.
The first two signals were usually accompanied by a high noise level,
and some processing was usually used to facilitate measurement of
response characteristics. Signal waveshape at a single frequency
was determined by averaging repetitive responses to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio [see Clark (1961)J. A computer (PDP-B) was
used on-line to calculate the average and th~ result was displayed on
a cathode-ray tube. The display was usually photographed to obtain a
permanent record of the data.
When the response waveform was essentially a sinusoid of the
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same frequency as the stimulus, the response-recording features of
the system de scribed by Wei s s et al. (1969) were used to characterize
complex amplitude of a response in terms of its magnitude and angle.
The magnitude and angle of response were lTleasured as a function of
frequency using the compute r -controlled stepped-frequency stimulus
source described above. To extract signals from the noise, response
waveforms were filtered by an electrically-tuned band-pass filter (3 dB
width = 2 Hz) [ Spectral Dynamics model SDIOIA Dynamic Analyzer
(tracking filter) ] . Tracking -filter output was connected to a log con-
ve rter (Spectral Dynamics SDl12 -1), which produced a dc level pro-
portional to the logarithm of signal magnitude. A phase meter (Acton
Laboratories #329B) produced a dc output proportional to phase lag of
tracking -filter output relative to oscillator voltage. The dc level s pro-
portional to response magnitude and phase were measured and stored
in digital form in a computer (PDP-B) as stimulus frequency was step-
ped from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The data were plotted during the experiment
and stored in digital form on magnetic computer tape. The digitized
characteristics could subsequently be manipulated in the computer to
form products and ratios of desired quantities.
In some experiments. it was of interest to observe the way sev-
eral response quantities changed with time. In this case a constant
stimulus frequency was selected and a relay which switched between
acoustic and electric stimuluB every 10 seconds could be included. The
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variables of interest were plotted on a multi-channel ink-writing
o:Jcillograph (Brush Mark 200). Typically the variables plotted were
a combination of:
1) Magnitude and angle of filtered probe-
microphone response
2) Stimulus current magnitude
3) Magnitude of filtered round-window
recording -electrode ~e sponse
and 4) Endocochlear potential.
The filtering of the probe-microphone output was performed by the
tracking filter; filtering of the signal from the round-window recor-
ding electrode was performed by the narrow-hand (3 Hz) filter of a
conventional wave analyzer (Hewlett-Packard 302A) conl1ected to the
oscillograph.
In some experiments recording continued while asphyxia was
established by clamping the tracheal cannula or while the animal was
sacrificed by injection of 1 to 2 cc of anesthetic into or around the
heart.
3.5 Characterization of Sinusoidal Signals.
This section describes the methods of specifying sinusoidal sig-
nals used in this study. Some elementary discussion is included for
completeness ,and clarity.
A signal of the form
s(t) = Re {S'(f)ej2nft }
has usually been conveniently characterized in terms of its cOI!1plex
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amplitude S, a function of frequency. This complex amplitude has
been expressed in terms of its magnitude Is I and its angle in degrees
m.., so that
. 2n~
S - Is Ie J 360
For quantities s1~ch as voltage, current', pressure, and velocity,
magnitudes (levels) have been expressed in dB as
where ISref I is a reference level. Reference levels are usually
given in terms of rms (effective) values
ISref Irms = J~ ISref I
Thus, for example, specification of a current magnitude ( II I) as
-20 dB re O. 7 rnA rms means that the current i(t) had an rms value of
0.07 rnA, or a peak value II I of 0.1 rnA.
By convention, the level of a gated sinusoid, such as a stimulus
tone burst, has been defined as the level attained by the sinusoid
during the gated period. Thus the level of a tone burst is the same as
the level of the corresponding pure tone.
Signal phases have been specified with respect to a reference
signal such as a stimulus variable. In measurements of phase angles
in the sinusoidal steady state, there is always an ambiguity of an
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integral multiple of 360°. All phase data presented below have been
plotted within an arbitrary 360° range. One consequence of this pro-
cedure is that data which would describe a smooth phase curve on a
scale extending over several multiples of 3600 contain discontinuities
when plotted within 3600 .
According to the above definition,- a positive angle repre sents a
lead, and a negative angle a lag. Note that according to the convention
for plotting, 0 0 = 360°, +180° = -180°, and +90° = -270°.
Products (and ratios) of complex amplitudes were formed by
adding (subtracting) their magnitudes in dB and angles in degrees;
resulting magnitudes are specified in dB referred to the product (ratio)
of the constituent reference levels. For example, when a sound pres-
sure at +20 dB re 0.0002 dvnes/cm2 rrns and of a given phase is divi-
ded ,by a current at -10 dB re 0.7 rnA rms lagging the pressure by 90°
0.0002 dynes/cm2(-90° phase), the quotient magnitude is +30 dB re ---------
0.7 rnA
and the quotient angle is +90 0 • When ratios of two quantitie s measured
in the same units are formed, the magnitude of the ratio is expressed
in dB, with no reference specified.
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CHAPTER IV.
AUDITOR Y -NER VE -FIBER RESPONSES TO
ELECTRIC STIMULATION OF THE COCHLEA
In the results presented in this chapter, the interaction of elec-
tric stimuli with the electrical and electromechanical systems of the
cochlea and auditory nerve is described in terms of the response of
auditory-nerve fibers. The first major division of the chapter is a
de Be ription of the characteristics of re sponse to simple electric-
stilTl1.~lus waveforms, including sl10rt rectangular pulse s (shocks) and
continuous and interrupted sinusoids. The second subdivision of the
chapter describes experiments which bear on the probleIl1 of the ori-
gins of the observed responses.
4.1 Characteristics of Responses to Analogous Electric and Acoustic
Stimulus Waveforms.
4.1.1 Shock and click.
The background material of Chapter II (figure 2.4) showed an
example of nerve-fiber respon&e to shock. The fiber in the example
exhibited several preferred firing times (several peaks in the PST
histogram), including a promin~nt peak at short latency (~ 0.5 msec)
and other, smaller peaks which bore a resemblance to the click re-
sponse of the fiber. The purpose of this section is to ·-describe some
further characteristics of patterns of nerve-fiber response to shocks.
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Figure 4.1 shows an example of the way fiber response pattern
depends on level of shock and click stimuli. For the lowest level of
shocks shown [in (d)], response latency is about 1.5 rnsec, which is
approximately the latency of re sponse to clicks [(b), (c) J. [The click
response shows a single peak, as is always the case for high-fc fibers
(Kiang, 1965).] For higher current leve"ls, in (e) and (f), the histo-
grams show an additional peak at short latency. The range of laten-
cies of the spikes which constitute this peak in the histogram is only
160 tJsec, while the latencies of spikes which constitute response to
clicks are distributed over a range of about 1 msec. In the histogram
of (d), no short-latency spikes occur, but in (f), shocl~s of twice the
amplitude (6 dB higher level) evoke short-latency response every time
a shock is pre sented.
The spikes which occur at these two latencies evidently repre-
sent two separate re sponse components since 1) they have cliffe rent
thresholds and 2) they depend on stimulus level in different ways. The
two components of response to shock are distinguished primarily on
the basis of latency. For identification purposes, the cOlnponent of
response to shock which occurs at a latency of about 0.5 msec will be
designated the a-component, and the remaining response will be de sig-
nated the ~-component [see histogram (f)].
The 1,5 msec click latency of the fiber shown in the figure is
representative of the shortest latency found in auditory-nerve fibers
•
Figure 4.1
PST histograms of fiber response to clicks and shocks
at three levels.
In (a), (b), and (c), histograms of response to three
amplitudes of rarefaction click. Click level expressed
as dB re 100 V peak into I-inch condenser earphone.
In (d), (e), and (f) response patterns are shown for three
levels of shock, along with exa.mples of spike voltage
waveform. [Photographs of superimposed responses,
two in (d), three in (e) and (f).] Positive voltage plot-
ted as a downward deflection; 3-dB recording bandwidth
80 Hz-l kHz. In (f), Ct and J3 denote response compo-
nents. Negative current polarity indicates negativity of
round-window electrode. Shocks and clicks at IO/sec,
100 fJsec duration. Each histogram computed from
response to 200 identical stimuli. Note the difference
in stimulus increments for clicks and shocks. Fiber
30-22, f c = 9.1 kHz, tone threshold = 3 dB SPL, spon-
taneous discharge rate = 42/sec.
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(Kiang, 1965); the figure shows that the click-response latency and ~-
component latency are about the same. The 0.5 msec a-component
latency shown is typical of the shock response of all auditory-nerve
fIbers. This a-latency is much shorter than the latency of the click
response in any fiber.
When fibe r s of low characte ristic~ frequency we re electrically
stimulated, other similarities were found between click response and
the a-components of shock response. The click responses of low-fe
« 5 kHz) fibers show several preferred times of firing (several peaks
in a PST histogram) which are spaced by about I/fc (Kiang J 1965).
For clicks of equal amplitude but opposite polarity, the preferred
1 1firing times are displaced by about - - J and the peaks of PST histo-
2 f
c
grams for opposite polarity are interleaved.
The t3-component of response to opposite polarities of shock-
showed similar characteristics. An exa~ple is shown in figure 4.2.
At the shock level shown, the response showed only a ~ -component.
The peaks of the response to negative shocks in the histogram in (b)
occur between the peaks of the response to positive shocks in the his-
togram in (a).
For comparison, the response of the fiber to a moderate-ampli-
tude rarefaction click is sl10wn in (c). rrhe click re sponse and the two
shock responses, which are entirely ~-component,show inter-pea~k
intervals of about 0.6 msec, or approximately l/fc . This relationship
Figure 4.2
PST histograms of fiber response to shocks of opposite
polarity.
In (a) and (b), response to 200 ~sec, 350 llA shocks;
in (a), round window positive, in (b) round window
negative. In (c), re sponse to rarefaction click.
Clicks 100 fJsec, -65 dB re 100 V peak into I-inch ear-
phone. Clicks and shocks at lO/sec. Each histogram
comp'llted from response to 600 identical stimuli.
Fiber 21-19, f c = 1.6 kHz, tone threshold == 5 dB SPL.
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which is a property of click response is also a pi.°operty of tIle f3-com-
ponent of re sponse to shock.
In many fibe r S J the ~ - component of shock re sponse 'Nas not
obse rved J pos sibly because thre shold for prodllcing dete ctable f3 - cam-
panent in these fibers was too high. It was observed that fibers in
which the a-component was detected were those which also showed the
lowest thresholds for acoustic stimuli. It should be note·d tllat the data
shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 were obtained from such fibers, and there-
fore the se re suIts repre sent example s of po s sible rathe r than typical
response. In most fibers J the a-component showed the ~ower thres-
hold, and even the highest shock amplitudes eITlployed (2 to 3 rnA) pro-
duced no discernible 13 -pattern.*
The a-component of shock response was found in all fibers. The
plot. of figure 4.3 shows Q'-component threshold for fibers of different
characteristic frequency. These data show no systematic trend in
threshold as a functiol! of f c . At a given frequ~ncy, different fibers in
the same animal exhibit threshold differences as large as the differen-
ces observed across the range of f c .
The data indicate that the a-component of response is about the
same for all auditory-nerve fibers. On the other hand, the time pat-
* This upper limit on acceptable current amplitude was dictated by
non-auditory responses of the preparation to the electric stimulus
(see Appendix III).
Figure 4.3
Thre shold for cr - com.ponent of re sponse to shock plotted
against f c for 19 fibers from 2 cats.
Thre shold wa s defined as amplitude of electrode cur-
rent w"hich produced short-latency (cr-component)
re sponse for approximately half the stimuli as judged
froIn the oscilloscope display of the spikes. Shock
duration, 100 ~sec, round window electrode negative.
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terns of ~-cornponent a~e different in different fibers, and the similari-
ties of a-component and responses to clicks indicate that production of
a-component shares at least some of the frequency-selective proces-
sing stage s of the cochlea which influence the re sponse to acoustic
stimuli.
4.1.2 Bursts of sinusoidal current and tone.
An important characteristic of auditory-nerve fiber response to
tone is the unique frequency selectivity which each fiber exhibits.
This frequency-selective behavior is represented in the tuning curve,
a plot of response threshold as a function of frequency.
Auditory-ne rye -fibe r re sponse to bur sts of sinusoidal electric
current was also a function of frequency and level J and tuning curves
for E:lectric stimuli could be obtained using the saITle procedures used
to determine tuning curve s for tone s [Method I de scribed by Kiang
(1965, p.86)]. Examples of nerve-fiber tuning curves for both elec-
tric and acoustic stimuli are shown in figure 4.4. The tuning Cl.lrVeS
for tone have a minimum at the characteristic frequency, fe' and rise
more sharply on the high-frequency side of f e than the low-frequency
side. For each of eight of the fibers represented J the electric tuning
curve contains a V - shaped segment which is similar to a segment of
the acoustic tuning curve; the similarity has been emphasized by shift-
ing the vertical position of the two curves so that the V -shaped segments
Figure 4.4
Tuning curves for sinusoidal electric and acoustic
stimuli for 9 fibers from. one cat.
For both stimulus types, stimulus waveform was a 30
msec burst of sinusoid, rise-fall time 2.5 msec, pre-
sented at 10/ sec. Data points were 0 bta ined by setting
a level of stimulus on an attenuator and varying oscil-
lator frequency until a "threshold" response was detec-
ted using audio-visual cues. For all but one fiber
shown, a region of frequency exists for which both
acoustic and electric curves show similar V -shape.
V -shaped segments of curves have been superimposed
by aligning scale s so that minima in the two curve s for
each fiber coincide vertically. Numbers at the rig:ht
of each set of curves indicate the intercept of the c'ur-
rent reference level (0.7 inA) with the sound-press'ure
axis. The fiber in (i) shows no '{ - shaped segment in
the electric tuning curve; in this case the vertical axes
have been aligned by equating the current reference
level to 60 dB on the sound pressure axis, since other
fibers of f c > 4 kHz show intercepts of 58 to 63 dB.
Two segments of electric tuning curves can intersect to
form a sharp corner, as in (f). For curves in which a
data point did not describe the intersection, the sharp
corner was not described; consequently no line has been
drawn to connect the V - shaped segrp.ent with the othe r
curve segment(s).
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superimpose. The frequency at the minimum of the V-shaped seg-
ment of the electric tuning curve is a characteristic of response to
current and will be de signated the electric characte ristic frequency,
fee. Evidently because threshold was not explored at sufficiently high
current levels, the fibe r repre sented in (i) shows 110 V - shaped ele ctric
tuning-curve segment, and consequently no fee. For all the fibers, the
segrnent(s) of the electric curves which depart froIT! the V -shape show
a thre shold which rise s \~/ith inc reasing frequency with a slope of IOta
20 dB per decade. For identification purposes, the V-shaped segment
of an electric tuning curve which resembles a portion of the acoustic
tuning curve for that fiber will be designated 51' and the relTIaining
segrnent(s) of the electric tuning curve will be designated 5 11.
Figure 4.5 shows superimposed plots of electric tuning curves.
On tae basis of shape, segments of each curve have been identified and
are represented by different symbols. The figure shows that the SI1
portions fall fairly close to one another, both for different fibers within
a cat and for fibers in different cats, even tttough the 81 portions (and
the acoustic tuning curves) for these fibers ar'e markedly different.
The figure shows that the frequency dependence of SII is nearly the
same for all auditory-nerve fibers, and at anyone frequency the abso-
lute levels of 811 vary by at most 15 dB.
For sinusoidal electric stimuli at levels above the thre shold indi-
cated by their respective tUning curves, fibers responded with a dis-
Figure 4.5
Composite plots of tuning curve s for ele ctric stimuli
for two cats.
In (a), electric tuning curve s of figure 4.4 are replotted
along with 4 additional curve s from the same cat. In
(b), 13 ele ctric tuning curve s from anothe r cat are
shown. Tuning-curve segments have been distinguished
on the basis of shape. For each curve, V-shaped seg-
ment (8r) is shown by circles and solid lines. Rernti.ining
curve segment(s) (SII) are shown by crosses and dashed
lines. In (b), curves for two fibers (fc = 24.1 kHz and
f c = 0.12 kHz) have no 8 1 segment. A line of slope 20
dB/decade is shown for cOInparison with 51I segments.
Numbers associated with each SI segment are fiber serial
numbers.
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charge rate which was greater than the rate of spontaneous activity.
However, the detailed characteristics of the response were different
at different points in fiber response areas. In particular, the two
types of tuning-curve segment distinguished on the basis of shCipe in
figure 4.5 define the thre shold boundary of two di stinct regions of the
re sponse area of each fibe r. The se regions are as sociated with two
distinct classes of response which can be distinguished on the basis of
characteristics of discharge. These two response classes will be
designated Class I and Class II responses. The remainder of this
section and the following section are concerned with desc,ription of the
characteristics which distinguish Class I and Class II responses.
An example of Class I response of a fiber to 30 msec bursts of
both electric and acoustic stimuli is shown in figure 4.6. Both histo-
grams show that, on the average. the fiber discharges throughout the
presentation of the burst, showing a large number of initial discharges,
corresponding to the onset of the stimulus. Both also show a. reduced
number of discharges occurring imnlediately after the cessation of the
burst. These characteristics are typical of the response of auditory-
nerve fibers to tone bursts (Kiang. 1965); the histograms show that the
Class I response to the electric stimulus and the response to tone
exhibit the same time patterns of discharge.
Figure 4.7 shows the way responses of this fiber depend on fre-
quency and level of current in the two regions of the re sponse area and
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Figure 4.6
Histograms of fiber response to bursts of sinusoidal
acoustic and ele ctric stimuli (tone bur sts and cur rent
bursts).
Each PST and interspike-interval histogram computed
from re sponse s to 100 identical stimuli. Stimuli in (a),
bursts of tone at the frequency of maximum tone sensi-
tivity (10.23 kHz); stimuli in (b), bursts of current at the
frequency of maximum current sensitivity (10.33 kHz).
Level of each stimull1s was 20 dB above thres~.old. PST
histograms are synchronized with the pulse to the elec-
tronic switch which formed the bur sts, tin1.e refe renee
approximately 2.5 msec before onset of bursts. Bursts
at IO/sec, rise-fall time 2.5 msec, duration 30 msec.
(Envelope of voltage waveform applied to earphone and
electrode systems is shown below PST histograms. )
Inset in each PST histogram is a photograph of the vol-
tage waveform of spikes occurring during a single stimu-
lus presentation. Downward deflection represents posi-
tive voltage at the recording electrode; 3-dB recording
bandwidth 800 Hz - 2 kHz. Peak spike amplitude in (a)
approximately 1 mV, in (b) approximately 3 mY. Gradual
changes in recorded spike amplitude generally occur but
do not affect the temporal pattern of discharge [see
Kiang (1965)]. Fiber 44-71 , spontaneous discharge rate
approximately SO/sec.
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illustrate s the diffe renee s between Clas s I and Clas s II re sponse s.
For comparison, re sponse s to the analogous tone bur sts are also
shown. For the 10kHz electric and acoustic stimuli [histograms in
(a) and (b)] the histograms show that patterns of response are similar
at three levels shown. The histograms in (b) depict Class I response;
both the time pattern of discharge and the dependence of pattern all
level are similar to the response to the analogous acoustic stimuli.
At 7 kHz, the electric stimuli evoke Class II response [histo-
grams in (dl]. Comparison with the response to 7 kHz tone bursts
[(c)] shows distinct differences in the Class II discharge .pattern and
the pattern evoked by acoustic stimuli. It is evident in the histograms
of (d) that the 1 dB increments of electric stimulus produce an increase
in the number of responses comparable to that produced b)' the 10 dB
steps of acoustic stimulus [11istograms of (a) and (c)]. Such rapid
change of response pattern with stimulus level is never found with
acoustic stimuli and is a characteristic of elas s II re sponse to elec-
tric stimuli.
At the highest 7 kHz current level shown [bottom histogram in
(d)], distinct peaks are visible in the PST histogram, but there are no
corresponding peaks in the histograms of tone re sponse in (c), Multi-
ple peaks have not been de scribed in auditory-nerve -fiber re sponse
patterns for tone at frequencies as high as 7 kHz. Although discernible
peaks do occur in PST histograms for fibers driven with low-frequency
Figure 4.7
Histograms of response to tone bursts and of Class I
and Class II response to bursts of sinusoidal current.
Data are from the same fibe r repre sented in figure 4.6
At each frequency, response was recorded at three
levels for each stimulus type. At each stimulus level,
PST and inter-spike interval histograms were com-
puted. Stimuli in (a), tone at'lO.23 kHz (fc )' and in
(b), current at 10.33 kHz (fee). Tone in (c) and current
in (d) at 7 kHz. Note stimulus level increments in (d)
are 1 dB; other increments, 10 dB. Each histogram
computed from response to 100 stimulus presentations.
Bursts at IO/sec, 30 msec duration.
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« 5 kHz) tone, the ~attern is due to synchrony of spikes with illdivi-
dual cycle s of the tone, and the spacing of peaks is equal to the pe riod
of the stimulus. The spacings of the peaks of the Class II re sponse
pattern visible in the figure are between 2 and 5 msec, while the period
of the stimulus is about 140 ~se c. The cor re sponding in.te r - spike inte r-
val histogram shows a bimodal interval distribution. The peaks in the
histogram show a large number of intervals of from 2 to 4 msec, and a
smaller number of intervals of about 1 msec. The fiber shows repeti-
tive, quasi-periodic firing in response to the stimulus current, and the
intervals are not simply related to the stimulus. Repetitive, quasi-
periodic firing is a property of Class II response of all fibers and
occurs for bursts of electric stimuli whose frequency is greater than a
few kHz and whose level is a few dB above the SrI portion of the thre s-
hold 'Curve.
The data of this section have illustrated typical characteristics of
auditory-nerve-fiber response to short bursts of sinusoidal electric
stimuli. Class I response resembles response to tone bursts in the
following characteristics:
1) temporal distribution of discharge s (indicated by
PST and interval histograms)
2) dependence of temporal distribution and number
of discharges an stimulus level
and 3) frequency-dependence of threshold (tuning curve).
Class II response is distinguished by:
1) repetitive, quasi-periodic firing during bursts of
102
high-frequency current, with preferred intervals
which do not correspond to the stimulus period
2) rapid change of temporal distribution and number
of discharges with current level
and 3) threshold that is a gradual function of frequency
and is similar in all auditory-ne rve fi ber s.
Class II response characteristics are not duplicated in response to
analogous tone bursts.
4.1.3 Maintained sinusoidal current and tone.
Further distinctions between Class I and II nerve -fiber re-
sponses were observed when the cochlea was stimulated, with main-
tained sinusoidal currents (bursts of one-minute duration). An
example is shown in figure 4.8. Part (a) of the figure shows the
tuning curve of a fiber determined in the usu.al way using 30-msec
bur~ts of sinusoidal current to determine threshold, and points b, c,
and d in the response area indicate the freql.1.ency cLnd level of three
stimulus sinusoids. The histograms in (b), (c), alld (d) show fiber
discharge rate as a function of time during a one-:minute presentation
of each corresponding stimuluu.
The histograms in (b) anc! (d) were COIllputecl from the responses
to stimuli which fall just above the SII portio:n of tIle tuning curve and
illustrate Class II response. I~ischarge rate is high immediately after
the stimulus is applied and declines over teIll3 of seconds to a final
rate much lower than the initial value. The Btimuli which evoke the
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Figure 4.8
Time course of Class I and Class II discharge rate in
response to maintained sinusoidal electric current.
In (a), tuning curve of the fiber determined usihg bursts
of sinusoidal current according to the standard proce-
dure. In (b), (c), and (d) J histograms of dis charge rate
plotted afte r the onset of 1 -minute pre sentations of sinu-
soidal current. Triangles in (a) show location of stimuli
in (b), (e)J and (d). In (b) and (d) stimuli are a few dB
above 511 thre shold. Re sponse in (b) and (d), Clas s II;
in (c)J Class I. Fiber 40-9, f c = 6.4 kHz, spontaneous
discharge rate approximately 8/ sec.
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high initial rate are only a few dB above threshold. * Histogram (c)
shows the discharge rate evoked by the stimulus which falls within the
v -shaped portion of the tuning curve and repre sents elas sIre sponse.
The rate shows a slight decline during the first few seconds, but then
shows little systematic change during the remainder of the one-minute
stimulus presentation. The time course of Class I discharge rate is
similar to the response to continuous tone (Kiang, 1965).
The photographs of figure 4.9 show samples of the spike trains
whose rates were plotted in figure 4.8. In the photographs of (a) and
(e), the change in Class II discharge rate is apparent. I~ both cases
the later records contain many fewer spikes per unit time than the
first. In (b), the Class I spike train appears unchanged throughout
the one-minute sample period. The upper photograph in (a) and (c)
shov;:s the appearance of spike s during the initial pe riod of rapid
Clas s II discharge J and the inte r - spike inte rvals appear to be more
regular than those in (b), showing fewer very short « 2 or 3 msec)
or very long (> 10 msec) intervals. The quasi-periodic firing pattern
is only evident when discharge rate is high, immediately after the on-
set of the current. At the lowe r rate s attained late r in the stimulus
* The decay of rate from an initial high value to a low maintained value
should not be confused with the transient component of response to
short burst stimuli described earlier. The latter changes over tens of
msec, while the change of rate in histograms (b) and (d) occurs over
tens of seconds.
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Figure 4.9
Photographs of the discharges from which data of figure
4.8 were computed.
Photographs represent 200 rnsec of discharge sampled
at 15 second intervals during each I-minute stimulus
pre sentation. In (a) and (c), Clas s II re sponse; in (b)
elas sIre sponse. Positive voltage repre sented by a
downward deflection; 3-dB recording bandwidth 800 Hz-
1 kHz. Broadening of baseline in (a) due to incomplete
suppression of the 3.65 kHz stimulus waveform recorded
by the microelectrode.
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presentation [lov/er photographs in (a) and (c)], firing is no longer so
clearly regular.
The change of firing rate (figure 4.8) and the initial quasi-
periodic firing pattern (figure 4.9) are both characteristics of Class II
response to maintained high-frequency sinusoidal current just above
SrI thre shold. The se chara,::teristics furthe r distingui sh Clas s I from
elas s II re sponse.
At low stimulus frequencies, nerve -fiber response to tone
characteristically shows discharges synchronized with cycles of the
stimulus. Figure 4.10 shows the response patterns of a l.ow-fc fiber
for low-frequency sinusoidal current. The two lower levels of elec-
tric stimulus [in (d) and (e) ] produce Class I re sponse; the PST and
interval histograms show discharges synchronized with the stimllius
sinusoid and are similar to the histograms of response to tone, shown
in (a) and (b). However, an increase of current level of only 2 dB
change s the patte rn significantl y [his tog rams of (f) J. Prominent,
narrow peaks not present at lower levels are seen in the PST histo-
gram; the corresponding interval histogram shows a large peak at
about 3 msec, indicating spikes occurring on consecutive cycles of the
current. Because the time pattern represented by the sharp peaks in
the histograms of (f) is not similar to that evoked by tone, this re-
sponse is classified as Class II response. The large number of addi-
tional responses evoked by the additional 2 dB of current level is a
Figure 4.10
Histograms of response pattern of a low-fc fiber to
three levels of tone and sinusoidal Cllrrent.
Zero time in PST histograms is derived from positive
zero crossing of the voltage applied to the earphone or
stimulating electrodes. These histograms show the
temporal distribution of fiber discharge within two
cycles of the stimulus waveform. For reference, sti-
mulus waveform is shown below each column of PST
histograms. Interval histograms computed from the
same data are shown to the right of each PST histogram.
Histograms in (a}J (b), and (c) computed from response
to tone, and in (d), {e}, and (f) from response to sinu-
soidal current. At each level, stimulus was continuous
throughout the 20-second presentation period. In (c)
and (f), additional interval histograms computed at
higher resolution show distribution of shorter intervals
m.ore clearly. The stim.ulus level increment between
(e) and (f) is 2 dB; other level increments = 5 dB. Fiber
40-35, f c = 340 Hz.
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parallel of the Class II resp0':lse behavior shown for burst stimuli in
figure 4.7 (d).
In figure 4.11 J example s of electric and acous tic intensity func-
tions show explicitly the relationship between number of discl'larges
(di scharge rate) and stimulus level. For thre e fibe r s [in (d), (e), and
(f) J, the electric intensity function is similar to the acoustic intensity
function over a 30 to 40 dB range of level. For the othe rs, the ele ctric
curve departs from the contour described by the acoustic curve, rising
to high rates for increases of only a few dB. For the two fibers with
lowest f c [in (a) and (b)], the curves rise abrllptly just above threshold.
In (c), the electric curve resembles the acoustic curve at low levels,
but departs dramatically from it with a sharp rise at about 15 dB above
*threshold .
. The range of level over which electric intensity functions are
similar to acoustic intensity functions is at least 30 dB at high fre-
quency [in (d), (e), and (f)], but is essentially non -exis tent at low fre-
quency [in (a) and (b)]. As a function of frequency, this range corre-
sponds approximately to the range between threshold at fee and the
SIl threshold curves shown in figure 4.5.
* Note that the average rates plotted were formed by counting spikes
over 20-second periods of continuous stimulation. At levels where
the electric curves depart from the acoustic curves, the average
rates may be appreciably less than the maximum instantaneous rates
(see figure 4.8).
,J
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Figure 4.11
Discharge rate plotted against level of acoustic and
electric stimuli.
Data for 6 fibers from one cat are represented.' Each
point was obtained by counting the number of spikes
occurring during a 20-second presentation of sinusoidal
stimulus. Horizontal stimulus-level scales were aligned
for each fiber by equating the levels of tone and current
at subjectively-determined threshold. Lowest stimulus
level in each curve is 10 dB below threshold. For each
fiber stimulus frequency was f c .
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Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that the range of level for which
Class I response at fee rese:mbles response to tone is limited. As
current is rai sed to a sufficiently high level, the re sponse take s on
characteristics which are not similar to the response to tone, that is,
Class II response. The transition occurs at current levels which are
within the range of the Sn th:resholds of other fibers (figure 4.5). *
Thus the SII curve s of figure 4.5 divide the current-level cur-
rent-frequency plane into tWt) halves. In the lower half-plane, auditory-
nerve fibers exhibit CI~ S5 I 'response, which resembles the response
to tone in both tuning and discharge characteristics. In t~e upper half-
plane, all fibers show the distinctive Class II response, which is dis-
tinctly different from response to tone. The data show that at a given
frequency the exact level at 'which this division occurs can vary by 15
dB arr~Jng different fibers.
4.1.4 Simultaneous bursts. of sinusoidal current and tone.
Because the responses to tone and Class I response to electric
stimuli are similar, it is pc.s sible that both stimuli develop the same
* Note that the difference })etween threshold levels for Class I and
Clas s II re sponse s was gene rally small at extreme s of characte ristic
frequency (> 20 kHz, < 2 kllz). For some fibers in these ranges,
threshold for Class II resRonse was evidently lower than the Class I
threshold; in these fibers 110 Class I characteristics were observed.
However, for fibers of ch~~racteristic frequency between about 2 and
20 k,Hz, electric stimuli always evoked Class I response.
.,J
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effective stimulus at SOlTIe point in the linear stages of cochlear signal
processing, prior to the stage at which stimuli are encoded into nerve-
fiber discharge. If so, acoustic and electric stiznuli which produce
equal and opposite effective stimuli should combine to produce zero
ne t eife ctive stimulus, and no re sultant nerve -fibe r re sponse.
This hypothesis was tested experimentally by using acoustic
stimuli to cancel response to electric stimuli. For fibers of different
f c ' the characteristic frequency and threshold for both current and
tone bursts were first determined. Current-burst level was then
raised, usually to a point 10 to 20 dB above threshold, an~ the acous-
tic stimulus was applied simultaneously. By varying the level and
phase of the acoustic stimulus relative to the electric stimulus, it was
possible to reduce the number of nerve-fiber discharges to the point
that DO re sponse pattern could be dete cted audio -visually.
An example of the patterns of fiber response to null and near-
null conditions is shown in PST histograms in figure 4.12 (a). At the
null point (histogram at 33 dB SPL and -2800 ) there is far less re-
sponse than for either tone or current alone [histograms (b) and (c)],
and the pattern approaches the pattern of unstimulated (spontaneous)
activity [histogram (d)]. The adjustment of level and phase for can-
cellation was found to be quite critical, and as indicated in part (a) of
the figure, a 2 dB or 100 departure from the null point produced an
appreciable re sponse.
Figure 4.12
Histograms of fiber response to simultaneous bursts
of sinusoidal electric and acoustic stimuli.
In (a), at 11.2 kHz (fce )' bursts of current were pre-
sented at fixed level (-27 dB re 0.7 rnA rms, 15 dB
above threshold) and level and relative phase of simul-
taneously-applied tone bursts were varied. Histograms
show patte rn of re sponse as a function of tone level and
phase difference. Phase angle shown is angle of the
round-window-electrode current referred to the sound
pressure at tympanic membrane. In (b), histogram of
response to tone alone at 33 dB SPL, and in (c) current
alo:1e at - 2 7 dB; in (d) his tog raIn of spontaneous acti-
vity. Each histogram compiled from 30 seconds of
data, or approximately 300 stimulus presentations.
Fibe r 49 -7, f c = 11.1 kHz, spontaneous dis cha rge rate -
75/ sec.
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Since the response pattern in the vicinity of the null was so sen-
sitive to level and phase, the null condition was easily detected audio-
visually, and histograms were not routinely computed to determine
the null pOillt.
The relationship of absolute level of the two stimuli which pro-
duced null was studied in one experiment. Once null had been
J'
achieved, one stimulus was raised or lowered by 5 to 10 dB and the
other stirnulus level was adjusted to re-establish null. No significant
differences were found in either the relative level or phase of the two
stimuli required to maintain the null condition. This re sul t sugge sts
that the electric stimulus does establish an effective stimulus in lin-
ear st3.ges of the cochlea, which in turn generates Class I nerve -fiber
response.
4.1.5 Equivalence of sinusoidal acoustic and electric stimuli based
on Class I nerve-fiber response.
The data presented in the preceding sections have shown that
Class I response of single auditory-nerve fibers is essentially equal to
the re sponse to a suitably chosen tone. A sound pre s sure P d and an
electrode current Ie which produce equal re sponse s will be defined to
be equivalent stimuli. Two stimuli which have equal but opposite
effect, such as in cancellation expe riments, will be called anti- equi-
valent. A quantitative relationship between equivalent pre s sure and
current stimuli can be derived from characteristics of auditory-nerve-
119
fiber response.
Since thre shold stimuli produce equal, just detectable re sponse s,
one measure of the magnitude of equivalent acoustic and electric stim-
uli is thre shold level of tone and current. In figure 4.13 (a) and (b),
tone threshold at f c is plotted at f c for a sample of fibers from two
cats. For fibers of nearly the same f c ' the thresholds all lie in a rel-
atively narrow (~ 20 dB) range of sound-pressure level, as described
by Kiang (1968). The plots of (c) and (d) show current thre shold at fee
for "',~.e same fibers and these points show a comparable spread. The
figure shows that the distribution of threshold as a function of frequency
is somewhat different for the two stir.f1ulus types, indicating a frequency-
dependent difference in the effectiveness of the two stimuli.
The difference is shown explicitly in the plots of figure 4.14.
For each fiber the level (magnitude) of threshold sound-pressure IpJI
is divided by the level of threshold current II; I to form a quotient
The figure shows \':J.lues of Iall for each fiber plotted. at f c ' The
solid lines are smooth curves fitted to the data points. * These data
* Although values of Iall obtained for different fibers of comparable
f c differ by as much as 20 dB, it is possible that these differences
could be due to measurement errors, rather than actual differences
in the value of this function for different fibers. The threshold values
Ip JI and II:I are based on subjective detection of a re sponse signal
in the presence of background activity. Since response near threshold
Figure 4.13
Plots of tone threshold at f c and current threshold at
fee for fibers from each of two cats.
In (a) and (b), a circle represents the tone threshold at
f" for a fibe r whose current thre shold at fee is plotted
i~ (c) or (d). A triangle indicates tone threshold at f c
for a fiber for which no f ce could be found. For such
fibers having high f c and high tone thresholds at f c ' it
may be that an fee and a current threshold at fee could
have been found if higher current levels had been used.
For such fibers having low fe' only Class II response
was found and consequently fee could not be determined.
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Figure 4.14
The magnitude of the ratio of equivalent stimuli Iall
based on fiber thre shold for tone at f c and thre shold
for current at fee.
The ratio of threshold tone level to threshold current
level is plotted at f c for fibe r s whose thre sholds are
shown in figure 4.13 (circles). Solid curves were
obtained from the data points by plotting at each f c the
average magnitude (in dB) of all points within an oct.ave
band centered at f c .
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indicate that the magnitude of the ratio of equivalent current and pres-
sure is about the same in different animals.
These ratio data represent the sound-pressure level required to
equal the effect of constant current level for fibers of differen.t f
c
. It
should be emphasized that these ratios pertain only to Class I response,
and in applying this re suIt, the thre shold of elas s II re sponse must be
kept in mind. For example, the curve s sugge st that above 2 kHz the
reference current level (0 dB re 0.7 rnA rms) would be equivalent to a
tone at about 60 dB SPL. However, since an actual 2 kHz current of
0.7 rnA would evoke Class II response (see figure 4.5), the response of
the nerve fibers to this stimulus would not duplicate the response to
tone. and at this high level. the stimulus equivalence based on Class I
response does not completely characterize the response of auditory-
nerve fibers. However, these data do indicate that response to a 2 kHz
current at -20 dB (re 0.7 rnA rms) would equal re sponse to a tone at
40 dB SPL.
Anothe r measure of equivalent stimuli is provided by the para-
meters of pressure and current which combine to produce no nerve-
fiber response (null). The stimulus parameters at null define com-
plex amplitudes of anti-equivalent pressure and current; by shifting the
is not very sensitive to small increments of stimulus level, errors of
several dB could occur in each measurement and, therefore, in the
ratio points in figure 4.14. Thus a smooth curve describing Iall was
formed by averaging the data to reduce the effects of these errors.
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phase of either by 180°, anti-equivalent stilTluli are converted to
equivalent stimuli. Figure 4.15 shows the magnitude and angle of the
complex ratio of equivalent pressure and current as determined from
cancellation data,
pC
Q c = ( d )f - - --I c
e
(C = "at cancellation")
Comparison of the plotted points with the solid curve (replotted from
figure 4.14) shows that the magnitude ratios are essentially the same
as the magnitude ratios based on thre sholds. The data show that,
above 3 kHz, current is equivalent to a constant sound-pressure level,
and pressure leads current by larger angles as frequency increases.
The stimulus parameters required to produce null depended only
on stiIl1ulus frequency, and not on characteristics of the responding
nerve fiber. For example, figure 4.16 shows angles of equivalent
sound pre s sure and current determined at frequencie s othe r than fee.
These angle data are not significantly different from the angles deter-
mined for other fibers at fee. Although the absolute stimulus levels
at cancellation were in general different (-10 to -25 dB re 0.7 rnA
rms, 10 to 20 dB re threshold), the variations of angle at any given
frequency are within 10 to 20 degrees. These data show that, for
different fibers and different absolute stimulus levels, a given fre-
quency required a particular phase for cancellation.
The cancellation method of specifying stimulus equivalence pro-
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Figure 4.15
The complex stimulus equivalence ratio of based on
cancellation of ne rve -fibe r re sponse.
Data from two cats are shown. Each point repre sents
measurements from a different fiber. For each fiber,
fee and threshold at fee were determined. Then bursts
of sinusoid at fee and at fixed level, usually 15 dB above
threshold, were p;--esented simultaneously with tone
bursts derived from the same signal source. Level
of tone bursts and angle between tone and current
sinusoid were adjusted to produce minimum fiber
re sponse, as judged by the expe rimente r. Each
fi be r gave value s of stimulus quantitie s P d and lee which
at fee had equal and opposite effects, or which were
anti-equivalent. Equivalent stimulus quantities were
formed from the anti-equivalent quantities by adding
1800 to the relative phase angle (multiplying one
stimulus quantity by -1). Data are n"lagnitude and angle
of ratio of equivalent stimuli
pc
Q c = ( d )f-----
lec
for each fiber. No points are shown below about 2 kHz
because low relative Class II tllreshold in low-fc fibers
prevented use of current level adequate to produce well-
defined cancellation. Solid curve in magnitude plot is
smoothed threshold-based ratio lOll of figure 4.14(a)
replotted for comparison.
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Figure 4.16
Angle of arc based on cancellation of nerve-fiber response
at frequencie S othe r than f ce .
Each set of open symbols repre sents data from a diffe rent
fiber. For these fibers, each data point at fee is indi-
cated by the flagged symbol. Other points represent data
at fee for other fibers. Data are only shown at frequen-
cies close to fee because the cancellation method was
based on Class I response which occurs only within the
narrow frequency range defined by 51 of the tuning curve
(figure 4.5). For some fibers shown, absolute stimultls
level was adjusted at different frequencies to maintain
well-defined Class I response. For example, frequen-
cies and levels for fiber 27A were 10.2, 10.4, 10.6 kHz
at -17 dB, and 10.8 kHz at -7 dB.
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vides both magnitude and phase information, but is practical only at
frequencie 5 > 2 kHz. fu. this range, howeve r, the cancellation magni-
tude data are consistent with the: threshold-based magnitude equiva-
lence. The complex equivalence ratio Of is specified most completely
as a function of frequency in terms of the threshold-based magnitude
data (figure 4.14) and the cancellation-based phase data (figure 4.15).
Thus lorl is specified for frequencies 0.2 kHz < f < 20 kHz, and LOf
is given for 2 kHz < f < 20 kHz.
4.2 Experimental five stigations of Origins of Re sponse s.
The experiments described in the following sections of this chap-
ter were intended to investigate the sites of production of the two com-
ponents (a and ~, in figure 4.1) of shock response and the two classes
(1 and II) of response generated by sinusoidal electric stimuli. To
determine possible stages of the peripheral auditory system in which
different responses were generated, response was studied when the
operation of various stages was experimerltally altered.
To determine whether responses were generated central or pe-
riphe ral to the hair cell, re sponse was studied when cochlear function
was modified at the sensory-cell stage, both physiologically (by acti-
vation of the efferent COCB) and pharmacologically (by means of oto-
toxic drugs). The role of more peripheral stages of cochlear and mid-
dle-ear mechanics was studied in experiments in which physical con-
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straints were imposed on variables at the acoustic terminals of the
cochlea. Finally, a possible role of stimulating ele ctrode s in produc-
tion of re sponse w"as also inve stigated.
4.2.1 Responses to electric and acoustic stimuli in cochleas
modified at the sensory cell stage.
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show examples of the effect of COCB acti-
vitation on the pattern of fiber response to electric and acoustic stim-
uli. Patterns are shown for click and shock stimuli (figure 4.1 7) and
bur sts of sinusoidal stimuli (figure 4.18).
Figure 4.1 7 (a) and (c) shows the effect of COCB activation on
the click response. \Vith COCB activation [in (c) J, the number of
responses is reduced. This effect is consistent with the reduced
amplitudes of click-evoked gross neural potentials which have been
reported [see Wiederhold and Peake (1966)J.
The shock response in 4.1 7 (b) shows both 0'- and ~-components.
With COCB activation, histogram (d) shows no discernible S-compo-
nent, and the number of a-component discharges is reduced by per-
haps 250/0. For different fibers, COCB activation always reduced the a-
component, but no consistent effect was observed on the a-component.
Activation of the COCB sometimes increased and sometimes decreased
the number of a-component discharges. Effect on the a-component
showed no systematic dependence of fe' and the average effect for 29
fibers sampled amounted to a slight (about 60/0) reduction in number of
132
Figure 4.1 7
Histograms of fiber response to shocks and clicks
modified by activation of the COCB.
Stimuli were presented at lIsee, alternate stimuli pre-
ceded by an 80 rnsec train of stimuli to the COCB (32
biphasic pulses at 400/sec) which ended 10 msec before
the zero time of the histogram. In (a) and (c), response
to clicks, ill (c) clicks preceded by COCB activity; (b)
and (d), response to shocks, in (d) shocks preceded by
COCB activity. Each histo~ram compiled from response
to ..., 00 stimuli. Shocks 350 tJA, 100 tJsec, round window
negative; rarefaction clicks formed from 100 tJsec pul-
ses, -75 dB re IODV into I-inch condenser earphone.
Fiber W278-16, f c = 1.56 kHz, spontaneous discharge
rate R:; "'10 I sec.
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Figure 4.18
PST histograms of fiber response to bursts of tone and
sinusoidal current modified by activation of the COCB.
Histograms of re sponse at 10 levels of tone burst
[columns (a) and {b)J and 7 levels of current burst
[columns (c) and {d}J. In (b) and (d), stimuli accom-
panied by 80 rnsec trains of COCB stimulation (32
shocks at 400/sec, occurring between 10 and 90 rnsec
on the histogram. time axis). Tone and current bursts
at 6.43 kHz (fee)' IO/sec, duration 40 msec. In (e) and
(f), histograms computed with stimuli turned off (spon-
taneous activity), in (f) with CaCB stim.ulation. Each
histogram is cOlTlputed from re sponse to 200 stimulus
presentations. Fiber W292-25, f c = 6.53 kHz, spon-
taneous discharge rate ~ 74/ sec.
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a-discharge s [see Chamberlain et al. (1968) J.
The effect of COCB activation :>n response to tone bursts shown
in figure 4.18 (a) and (b) is typical of the reduction in number of respon-
ses found by Wiederhold (1970). The response to bursts of sinusoidal
current shown in (c) and (d) depends on stimulus level and COCB activ-
ity in nearly the same way as the response to tone bursts at all except
the highe st current level shown. At -10 dB and below, the re sponse
pattern indicates that this is Class I response. At the -5 dB level,
however, response to current is far greater than the response to the
highest-level tones, and the response is not noticeably affected 1:?Y
COCB activity. At this level, the response showed the repetitive
firing which is characteristic of Class II response; the histograms
actually show several peaks, but they are separated by only 1 or 2
bins and are hard to see in the figure.
Since the OeB is pre surned to act through its ending s on the sen-
sory hair cells and on the fine terminals of the auditory nerve near the
hair cells, any response which is affected by the OCB could originate
at a stage peripheral to the hair cell. The data show that the ~-corn­
ponent of shock response and Class I response to sinusoid, both of
which resemble response to acoustic stiznuli in otht.'r ways, are affec-
ted by the COCB in the same way as acoustic response. The respon-
se s, then, originate either at, or somewhe re peripheral to the hair
cell.
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This conclusion is consistent with characte ristics of shock
response found in animals in which large numbers of hair cells were
destroyed by large doses of the ototoxic drug kanamycin. In these
animals, a correspondingly large number of nerve fibers showed
no spontaneous activity and no response to acoustic stimuli [see
Kiang, Moxon, and Levine (1970)]. However J a shock re sponse
was ""'ound in these fibers at about the same current level as in
normal animals.
Figure 4.19 (a) shows an example of response to shock for a
fiber In an animal with extensive ototoxically-induced hair-cell
damage. The response pattern shows the 0.5 - msec latency
characteristic of the a - component of shock response in normal
animals, but the response of the hair-cell-deficient cochlea shows
no a-component. This result indicates that production of a response
indistinguishable from the a-component is not associated with the
hair cell. The data also suggest that the hair cell is required for
production of the ~-component of response to shock. In all, more
than 350 fibers which did not respond to acoustic stimuli were ob-
served; without exception these fibers showed no a-component of
shock response. As the example shown in the figure indicates, no
significant latency differences were observed between Q'-components
of responses found in hair-cell-deficient cochleas and those found
in normal ears.
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Figure 4.19 ..
PST histograms of response to shock for a fiber in a
kanamycin-treated cat and a fiber in an untreated cat.
In (a), exaIl1ple of response of a fiber from a kanamycin-
treated cat in which 800/0 of the basilar membrane was
devoid of hair cells. This fiber did not respond to
sound and showed no spontaneous activity. In (b),
response of fib"er (fc = 9.1 kHz) in an untreated cat (his-
togram replotted from figure 4.1). Histogram in (a)
computed from response to 100 presentations of 1 msec,
500 IJA shocks, about 1.5 x threshold (320 tJA); in (b)
200 pre sentations of 100 fJsec, 800 tJA shocks, about 1.3
x a-threshold (600 tJA). For fibers in untreated animals,
a 1 msec shock of given amplitude is equivalent to a
100 IJsec shock of about 2 to 3 times the amplitude;
hence shocks in (a) are effectively stronger than those
in (b).
KANAMYCIN -TREATED
CAT
- 500~A SHOCK
UNTREATED CAT
- 800 ~A SHOCK
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4.2.2 Effects of constraints on mechanical variables at the input
terminals of the cochlea on responses to sinusoidal current
and tone.
In some experiments the mechanical operation of the cochlea was
modified by iInposing constraints all stapes motion. In one experi-
ment, the stapes was joined to the cochlear capsule with dental cement
to reduce stapes mobility in the oval window. Judging from response
to acoustic stimuli, stapes mobility was greatly reduced. After the
stapes was cemented, click amplitude had to be raised by about 60 dB
in order to evoke a given amplitude of gross round-window neural
response, and some single auditory-nerve fibers showed tone thres-
holds that were 80 dB or more above the normal range. For other
fibers no response to tones could be found, and the thresholds appar-
ently fell above the highest levels of tone that the stimulus system
could generate.
Electric stimuli did elicit response from all fibers, although
re sponse differed from the normal. The diffe rence is apparent in the
examples of electric tuning curves shown in figure 4.20. All lack the
V-shaped 51 segment found in normal animals. These curves resem-
hIe the 5 1I segments of the curve s shown in figure 4.5.
The data show that, in order for the response to electric stim-
uli to contain a c.omponent which resembles response to acoustic
stimuli, the stapes must be allowed to move. Evidently Class I re-
sponse is mediated by a mechanical response to electric stimuli
141
Figure 4.20
Tuning curve s for sinusoidal electric stimuli in a cat
with' stapes embedded in dental cement.
Dental cement was applied to the stapes and temporal
bone in the m.iddle -ear cavity to reduce motion of the
stapes relative to the cochlea. Transnlission of sound
to the cochlea was reduced by 60 dB, judged by the in-
crease in click amplitude required to evoke just-detect-
able neural response (N I ) recorded by a gross electrode
near the round window. Prior to cementing the stapes,
groB selectric re sponse to clicks indicated that the ave r-
all sensitivity of the ear was within the: range of sensi-
tivities of the ears represented in figure 4.5. In some
fibera, no response to tone could be detected at the
highe 5t levels generated by the earphone (> 110 dB SPL,
f < 10 kHz; > 90 dB SPL, 10 kHz < f < 20 kHz). For other
fibers, a response could be found, but only at extremely
high levels of sound pressure at the tympanic membrane.
For fibers which did respond to tone, a value of f c could
be obtained in the usual way. The electric tuning curves
are shown for those units for which f c was determined.
These and 4 other electric tuning curves from this cat
show no V-shaped segments.
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delive red to the cochlea.
In order to determine whether electric stimuli generated me-
chanical signals peripheral to the cochlea, a different mechanical
constraint was placed on the middle ear. First, threshold data such
as those shown in figure 4.13 were obtained for tone s and sinusoidal
electric stimuli for fibers of f c between 0.2 and 25 kHz. Then the len-
ticular process of the incus near the induce-stapedial joint was cut,
to interrupt the tral1smission path of the middle ear. Another sam-
pIing of fiber thresholds was made for tone and sinusoidal electric
stimuli for this condition of the middle ear.
The results obtained before and after interruption of the ossicu-
lar chain are sho~n in figure 4.21. Difference in tone thresholds [in
(a) and (b)] is apparent. In (b), fiber thresholds are raised at most
frequencies by more than 40 dB, indicating that sensitivity to sound
pressure at the tympanic membrane is reduced. * In contrast, no
difference in thresholds for Class I response to electric stimuli is
apparent in the figure [parts (c) and (d)]. The figure also shows plots
of the threshold-based equivalence ratio lall for the two conditions of
the middle ear in this animal. With middle ear intact [in (e)], the
* Interruption of the ossicular chain only disables the primary mech-
anism of sound t~ansmission to the cochlea; the response that is found
with the ossicular transmission interrupted could be the result of any
of several secondary mechanisms by which sound is transmitted to the
cochlea [see Wever and Lawrence (1954); Tonndorf (1966)J.
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Figure 4.21
Effect of interruption of the ossicular chain on tone
threshold at fe, current threshold at f ce , and magni-
tude of the ratio of equivalent stimuli L9Ll
Tone threshold at f c and current threshold at fee were
obtained while the ossicular chain was intact [data of
parts {a}J (e), and (e)]. The same quantities were then
obtained for other fibers after the incus had been dis-
connected from the stapes at the incudo-stapedial joint
by removing a 1/3 mIn segment of the long process of
the incus [data of parts (b), (d), and (f)]. In (a) and (b),
triangles are plotted for fibers for which no point exists
in (c) and (d).' In (d), triangles are plotted for fibers
for which no point exists in (b). For some of these
fibers, it may be that threshold fell above the highest
levels of stimuli used. For some low-fe fibers, only
Class II response to electric stimuli was found and con-
sequently no fee could be determined. In (e) and (f),
ratios of the magnitude of equivalent stimuli Iall for-
med as described in figure 4.14 for each condition of
the ossicular chain. Solid curve in (e) is obtained from
data points by plotting at each f e the average of all
points within an octave band centered at f c and connecting
the resulting points. After all single-fiber data were
obtained, ossicular transmission was restored by
bridging the gap between incus and stapes with a small
quantity of dental cement; stimuli which restored the
amplitudes of the gross neural and microphonic poten-
tials to their original values differed only slightly « 3
dB) from those used prior to· interruption of the ossicu-
lar chain.
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ratio is about the same as that obtained in other animals (figure 4.14).
With the os sicular chain inte rrupted [in (f) J, the ratio is conside rably
diffe rent, reflecting the raised sound-pre s sure thre sholds.
These data show that the Class I response to sinusoidal current
is essentially independent of the ossicular transmission path and,
therefore, that it cannot be the response to an acoustic signal genera-
ted peripheral to the cochlea.
4.2.3 Influence of stimulating electrodes on response to sinusoidal
current.
The data presented above suggest that Class I nerve-fiber re-
sponse was produced by mechanical excitation of the cochlea. It was
possible that the hypothesized mechanical signals could have origina-
ted at the points where the metal stimulating electrodes contacted the
tissue. To investigate this possibility electrical connection to the
cochlea was made through fluid contacts, using electrolyte -filled
glass tubing. In these electrodes, the junction between metal and
electrolyte occurred in a 0.2 to 0.3 em3 volume of fluid about 2 cm
from the cochlea. The stimulus equivalence ratio Iall was deter-
mined for fibers of f c > 3.3 kHz, and the ratios were between 55 and
, 2
60 dB (re 0.0002 dynes/em ) I values which are within the range of
0.7 rnA
data shown in figures 4.14 and 4.21.
In another experiment, when current was delivered with two
electrodes on the periosteum on the surface of the cochlea, threshold
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of Class I response for a 7 kHz fiber was about 30 dB higher than the
threshold for current delivered through an electrode contacting the
round-window membrane. This evidence suggests that Class I nerve-
fiber response is not produced by forces developed by the stimulating
electrodes themselves, but is associated with current flow into the
cochlea.
4.3 Summary.
The data presented above have shown two components (0' and J3)
of auditory-nerve-fiber response to pulses of electric current (shock).
The a-component is aistinguished by a well-defined short latency (~
0.5 msec) and by a sharp threshold which does not depend on f c in any
systematic way. The ~-component resembles fiber response to
clicks.
Nerve-fiber response to sinusoidal current depends on frequency
and level of the stimulus. In one subdivision of fibe r re sponse area,
the response shows tuning characteristics and temporal patterns of
discharge which resemble the response to a tone stimulus; this behav-
ior defined Class I response. In the remainder of the response area,
response shows distinctive tuning and discharge characteristics and
differs from response to a·coustic stimuli; this behavior defined Class
II response. Class I response can be canceled with a suitably chosen
acoustic stimulus, is inhibited by activation of the efferent system,
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and is found only when structures in the cochlea are allowed to move.
This re sponse is maintained when middle -ear transmis sion is inter-
rupted by breaking the ossicular chain; it is therefore not a response
to signals developed peripheral to the cochlea.
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CHAPTER V.
MECHANICAL RESPONSES OF THE COCHLEA
TO SINUSOIDAL ACOUSTIC AND ELECTRIC STIMULI
The data of the preceding chapter Bugge st that ele ctric cur rent
delivered to the cochlea causes structures in the cochlea to move, and
that the re suIting motion produce s a re sp.onse in auditory-ne rve fibe rs
which resembles the response to acoustic stimuli. In the experiments
described in this chapter, a mechanical detector was used to measure
motion of the round-window membrane in response to electric stimuli.
5.1 Effect of Measuring System on the Function of the Normal
Cochlea.
The mechanical response was detected by a microphone and
probe-tube assemb hich was sealed over the round window) as
described in Chapter III. To deter:mine whether the normal motion
of the round-window membrane and other cochlear structures was
altered when this assembly was in position" the round-window poten-
tial, E rw ' (recorded by a gross electrode) was measured before and
after the tube was sealed into place. It has been shown experimentally
that a restriction of round-window motion is reflected in a reduction
of round-window potentials (Wever and Lawrence, 1954; Tonndorf and
Tabor, 1962). Typical re suIts are shown in figure 5.1. Only slight
differences exist in the two frequency responses shown. The
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Figure 5.1
Round-window potential E rw measured before and after
sealing probe -microphone system over the round window.
Curve s show the magnitude and angle of fundamental
component of round -window voltage recorded in re s-
ponse to tones of 80 dB SPL at the tympanic membrane.
Data point density, 40 points/decade. Note that plotted
symbols serve to identify individual curves and do not
represent all the data points. The recording electrode
contacted fluid on the surface of the round -window rnern-
brane. Phase of round-window potential is referred to
sound pressure at tympanic membrane. The "unsealed"
curves were obtained after the cochlea had been com-
pletely prepared to receive the probe-tube assembly,
but before the tube was sealed in place. The tube was
then positioned over the round Willdow and the 'fsealed"
curves were obtained. The stimulus was at a level low
enough so that cochlear microphonic potential was
es sentially proportional to stimulus level. The magni-
tude data show a difference at 60 Hz due to stray coup-
ling between the recording system and the power line.
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differences are made more apparent by forming the ratio of the re-
sponses recorded under the two conditions. Figure 5.2 shows ratios
of measurements from three separate experiments.
The input impedance of the probe-tube syste:m is high at some
frequencies and low at others (see Appendix II). If the cochlea is
loaded appreciably by the tube, it would be expected that E rw would
be reduced most at frequencies where tube impedance is highest, at
5.4,10.8, and 16.2 kHz. No local minima in the ratio curves appear
at these frequencies. In the ratios of (a) and (c), the differences in
round-window voltage are less than 2 dB; in (b), the difference reach-
es 4 dB, but only at about 20 kHz.
These data indicate that the microphone and tube system sealed
over the round window has no appreciable effect on the operation of
the cochlea. The tube input impedance, even at its highest value, is
evidently small compared with the acoustic impedance the cochlea
exhibits at thE: round window. For present purposes, the round win-
dow can be considered to be a source having infinite output itnpedance,
that is, a volume-velocity source.
5.2 Signals Recorded in the Absence of Stimuli.
When the microphone system was sealed over the round window,
and in the absence of any external stimuli, a large, low-frequency
signal appeared in the oscilloscope display of the microphone output.
Figure 5.2
Ratio of round-window potentials measured before and
after sealing probe-microphone system over the round
window.
Curves in (a) repre sent the ratio of the two re sponse s
shown in figure 5.1; curve s in (b) and (c) are ratios
of data from two other similar experiments. Solid
line is magnitude of ratio, dotted line is angle of ratio.
At low frequency, signal-to-noise ratio becomes poor,
and data are not shown below arbitrarily-determined
cut-off frequencies. All responses recorded for con-
stant 80 dB SPL at the tympanic membrane.
Elapsed time between pairs of measurements:
M75, 1 hr. 38 min.
M74, 1 hr. 24 min.
M77, 37 min.
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When the waveform was reproduced through a loudspeaker, charac-
teristics could be detected which suggested that this signal might be
related to the animal l & heartbeat. To investigate this possibility, an
electrocardiogram (EKG) signal was simultaneously recorded from a
subcutaneous 'electrode on the thorax. The EKG signal was used to
trigger the oscilloscope display, and the microphone output v.. as found
to be synchronized with the EKG. Examples of the waveform are
shown in figure 5.3. The peak amplitude in each case is of the orde r
of 10 dynes/cm2 , and occurs about 100 msec after the large R wave
of the EKG waveform. This signal was found only when the probe-
tube system was sealed; when the seal was not total, the microphone
output was essentially zero, as shown in figure 5.3 (e). In this case
a hole in the side of the probe tube was opened, preventing apprecia-
ble low-frequency pressures from being developed in the system.
The effect was the same when the seal between the end of the tube
and the cochlea was not complete.
This EKG-synchronized pressure signal did not necessarily
originate within the cochlea. Similar signals were found when the
tube was sealed ove r a solid portion of the skull. Thus it is pas sible
that these signals were caused by relative motion between the skull
and probe-tube system, and not by relative motion between cochlear
structures and the cochlear capsule.
The EKG-synchronized pressure signal was larger than the
Figure 5.3
Microphone pressure waveform recorded in the absence
of controlled stimuli.
Data from four cats are repre sented. Uppe r trace of
each pair is an electrocardiogram voltage recorded by
a subcutaneous electrode on the che st. Lower trace s
are microphone output. Positive voltage and conden-
sation pressure are plotted as an upward deflection.
Oscilloscope photographs of ten superimposed traces,
each trace triggered from the leading edge of the large
positive component of the EKG. In (a)) (b), (e), and (d),
the probe -tube system was sealed in place ave r the
round window. In (e), all conditions as in (d) except
that a hole was opened in the probe tube. Microphone
amplifier low-frequency 3-dB frequency ~ 5 Hz.
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signals of interest. and tended to exceed the dynamic range of some
stages of the measuring apparatlls. This problem was overcome by
filte ring the mic rophone output to reduce the low-frequency re sponse
of the system. For this purpose, it was convenient to use the stan-
dard frequency-response contour A available in the microphone ampli-
fier (the A weighting nerwork of the International Electrotechnical
Commis sian). The round-window-microph:one re sponse routinely
measured was the mic rophone output multiplied by the transfe r fune-
tion of this network, H A . The recorded values were subsequently
expressed as actual microphone 0Utput by dividing by HA .
5.3 Responses of the Normal Cochlea.
5.3.1 Waveform of microphone output.
When sinusoidal current was applied to the cochlea, a response
could be detected in the output of the microphone. Figure 5.4 show s
an example of the ave raged wave shape of the mic rophone re sponse to
a sinusoidal electric stimulus. Also shown is the wave shape of the
current probe output. Neither waveform appears to depart signifi-
cantly from a sinusoid, at the frequency shown or at several other
frequencie s examined. The re sponse to acoustic stimuli was al so
substantially sinusoidal. Consequently, to characteri ze re sponse s
to electric and acoustic stimuli it was sufficient to dete rmine magni-
tude and phase of the fundamental response component as a function
Figure 5.4
Averaged probe-microphone pressure waveform and
current waveform in response to 2 kHz electric stimu-
lus.
In (a), microphone pressure waveform; in (b), current
waveform. Averages consist of 100 points, interpoint
time 10 fJsec. Each point in (a) is ave rage of 1000
individual samples, in (b), each point is average of
100 samples.
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of frequency.
5.3.2 Re sponse to acoustic stimuli.
Figure 5.5 shows the magnitude and angle of the voltage devel-
oped at the output of the probe-microphone amplifier measured from
20 Hz to 20 kHz in re sponse to a tone at 80 dB SPL. Curve (1) was
measured using flat amplifier frequency re spons~ (lowe r 3 dB fre-
quenc:y ~ 5 Hz), while Curve (2) was measured using the A weighting
network of the microphone amplifier. The figure also shows the
spectrum of the noise level found when the Inicrophone output was
re corded using the A network and with the stimulus turned off [Curve
(3)]. Curve (4) was measured under the same recording conditions
post-mortem. l'he peaks seen in Curve s (1) and (2) at about 5 J 10,
and 15 kHz are caused by the characteristics of the tube (see Appendix
II). The rise in Curve (3) at low frequency is evidently a measure of
the spectrum of the EKG-synchronized signal. When the animal was
dead, the noise baseline appeared essentially flat [Curve (4) J. Sig-
nals which fall sufficiently far above the level of Curve (4) represent
actual microphone output amplified and weighted by curv~ A. *
The reduction in the weighted output seen at low frequencies
[Curve (2) ] is due to the effects of the weighting network; the actual
* Since Curve (4) is flat, it evidently is a measure of noise contri-
butions which arise in the recording system at stages after the
frequency response is 8h~ped by the weighting network.
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Figure 5.5
Output voltage of the probe -microphone amplifier under
different recording conditions.
Curve s (1) and (2) show magnitude and angle of micro-
phone -amplifie r (MA) output voltage recorded for a
constant level (80 dB SPL) of sound pre s sure at tym-
panic membrane. Angle of MA output is referred to
electric input to the capacitor earphone. Curve (1) was
measured using flat MA frequency re sponse (10Hz -
200 kHz); in (2), response was remeasured with MA
weighting network A switched in. For Curves (3) and
(4), the A weighting network was left in and stimulus
was turned off; curve s show noi se levels of the meas-
uring system. Data in Curve (3) obtained while the ani-
mal was alive, data. in Curve (4) obtained post-mortem.
For conditions of (3) and (4), response is unrelated to
the stimulus and no phase is defined. For all curves,
MA midband gain was 60 dB. In (1) and (2), MA output
voltage above about 70 Hz is response to the sound-
pressure stimulus. The data can be expressed. as sound
pressure at the probe microphone by correcting for
i) the transfer function of the microphone amplifier, and
ii) the absolute sensitivity and frequency re sponse of
the microphone cartridge. The angle of probe -micro-
phone sound pressure can be referred to sound pressure
at the tympanic membrane by correcting for the phase
characteristics of the earphone system. Plotted sym-
bols identify individual curve s (see figure 5.1). Cat M72.
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microphone output is nearly flat from 80 Hz to 1 kHz [Curve (1) J.
Output decrease s gradually at frequencie s above 1 kHz. Inte rpretation
of this roll-off requires knowledge of the detailed transmission char-
acteristics of the tube. It may be partially attributable to slTIaller
round-window displacements at these frequencies.
The phase data shown represent phase of recorded voltage re-
ferred to voltage delivered to the capacitor earphone, and is influenced
by the phase characteristics of both the acoustic stimulus system and
the probe -tube measuring systeITl. By correcting for the characteris-
tics of the microphone cartridge, microphone amplifier, and acous-
tic stim.ulus system, data such as those shown in figure 5.5 can be
expressed in terms of sound pressure at the probe-microphone dia-
phragm referred to sound pressure at the tympanic membrane.
Figure 5.6 shows data from. four experiments expressed in this
way. The responses shown were recorded under comparable conditions
and at a stimulus level of 70 dB SPL. Response m.agnitudes are flat
within 3 dB below about 1 kHz, and general roll-off in magnitude
occurs above a few kHz. Peaks at about 5,10, and 15 kHz are evi-
dently produced by resonances in the probe tube (see Appendix II) .
. Although measurements are not shown at low frequencies, where
signals are close to or below the noise level, the figure shows that
the microphone pressure at low frequency approaches the phase of
the stimulus (0 0 = -360°), indicating that inward motion of the tym-
Figure 5.6
Sound pre s sure developed at the probe microphone in
response to acoustic stimulus in four experiments ..
Sound pressure at tympanic membrane was a constant
70 dB SPL at all frequencies. Phase curves represent
angle of probe-microphone sound pressure referred to
sound pressure at tympanic membrane. Data are not
shown below 100 Hz because of high noise level at low
frequencie s. Plotted symbols identify individual curve s
(see figure 5.1).
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panic tnembrane cal1ses the round-window membrane to deflect out-
ward. At high frequency, probe-microphone pressure progressively
lags the sound pressure at the tympanic membrane. Part of this lag
may be introduced by middle-ear transmission characteristics. Also,
since the probe tube is approximately a wavelength long at 10 kHz, a
significant part of thitl lag is evidently attributable to propagation
delay through the tube. The variation in :e sponse magnitude 6 for
these four experiments is at most 8 dB, and phase variation is less
than 45 0 . This variability is within the range of the variability in
middle-ear transmission found by Guinan and Peake (1967).
For the range of frequencies for which the length of the tube is
much less than a quarter wavelength, pressure distribution in the
microphone system is uniform and the system behaves as a compliance.
For these low frequencies, microphone output is proportional to the
volum(: displacement of the round-window membrane. For example,
below about 1000 Hz, the measurements of figure 5.6 show sound-
pressure levels of about 50 dB SPL, or 0.06 dynes/cm2 rms. The
acoustic compliance of the tube system is given in Appendix II as
about 5.6 x 10-8 emS /dyne, and thus the round-window volume dis-
placement for 70 dB sound-pressure level at the tympanic membrane
is 3.3 x 10-9 cm3 rms. This value is not significantly different from
the low-frequency volume displacement of the stapes footplate' (2.9 x
~0-9 cm3 rms at 70 dB SPL) in the average data of Guinan a.nd Peake
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(1967). Since middle-ear transfer characteristics show inter -animal
variation of several dB, this result is not inconsisterJ.t with the idea
that the outward volume displacement of the round-window membrane
is normally equal to the inward volume displacement of the stapes
*footplate.
5.3.3 Re sponse to electric stimuli.
Figure 5.7 shows the sound pressure developed at the probe
microphone for four levels of electric current. At most frequencies
the response magnitude increased 5 dB when the stimulus was in-
creased 5 dB, indicating that the microphone output is proportional
to the current level. At low frequency, however, a clear non-line-
arity is seen at the two highest current levels. Here the response
increments are much greater than the stimulus increment, and the
response is not proportional to the stimulus. At the low frequencies,
where the response amplitude shows non-linear behavior, the phase
shows rapid change with frequency, changing by 7200 between 60 and
250 Hz. At high frequency (> 3 kHz), ."icrophone pressure progres-
* M~ller (1963) has reported measurements which show that the linear
displacement of the round-window membrane and the displacement of
the long process of the incus depend on frequency in the same way,
and from this, he concluded that round-window motion was tightly
coupled to both, the stapes and the malleus. Tonndorf and Tabor
(1962) have indicated that mechanical signals in the cochlea are re-
duced less by blockage of the round window than by blockage of the
stapes, possibly because of other paths for volume velocity flow.
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Figure 5.7
Sound pressure at the probe microphone in response to
four levels of sinusoidal electric stirntllus.
Magnitude and angle of microphone sound pre s sure are
shown. Data are plotted only at frequencies for which
re sponse was 10 dB above the noise level. Re sponse was
measured at constant setting s of the attenuator control-
ling the electric stimulus; current at constant attenua-
tioD varied &s sho\.vn in figure A 1.1. In the vicinity of
100 Hz, re sponse at the 10 dB attenuator setting exceeded
the dynamic range of the recording equipment. Response
was measured twice at the 15 dB attenuator setting and
the two curves are superimposed. Signal-to-noise ratio
in data obtained at the lower current levels is poor;
below 300 Hz responses at 15,20, and 25 dB attenuations
were below the noise level (dashed line). Angle of r:tic ro-
phone sound pressure is referred to positive round-win-
dow electrode current; the phase curve shown was obtained
at the highest (10 dB attenuation) current level. Plotted
symbols identify individual curves (see figtlre 5.1).
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sively lags stimulus current, but the phase does not change as rapidly
as the re sponse to tone shown in figure 5.6.
Figure 5.8 shows the response to electric stimulation in three
ears. (Response of these ears to acoustic stimuli was shown in figure
5.6.) In each set of data shown the current evoked the lov.r-frequency
non-linear response just described. Above 300 Hz, response behaved
linearly. Both the magnitudes and the angles of the linear, high-fre-
quency responses from these three experiments are fairly close to
each other. Below 18 kHz, the data show a magnitude variation of
< 4 dB and a phase variation of < 30 0 ; at 20 kHz, magnitudes differ by
about 8 dB.
The non-linear low-frequency response magnitudes in these
expe riments are not nearly as close as the high-frequency re sponse s.
The non-linear response was not extensively studied as interest was
primarily directed to the linear electro-mechanical phenomenon found
at higher frequencies. It was observed, however, that the non-line-
arities did not appear in post-lTlortem measurements, suggesting
that it may have had a physiological origin. One possibility is that
low-frequency electric stimuli excited one or both middle -ear mus-
cles' and vibrations set up by the resulting contractions were detected
by the "nicrophone. Middle-ear-muscle contraction was decoupled
from the ossicular chain by cutting the tendons, but muscle-genera-
ted vibrations could appear in microphone output much as heartbeat-
Figure 5.8
Sound pressure developed at probe microphone in
response to sinusoidal electric stimuli in 3 cats.
Data from three of the experiments for which response
to tone was shown in figure 5.6 are supe rimposed. In
each experiment magnitude and angle of response were
measured at 10 dB setting s of the attenuator controlling
the electric stimulus. Current varied with frequency
approximately as shown in figure AI.I; at any particu-
lar frequency currents in the three experiments all fell
within a 2-dB level range. Data are shown only at fre-
quencies where response was 10 dB above the noise
level. Between 100 and 200 Hz, response in M77 ex-
ceeded the dynamic range of the recording equipment
and no data are shown. Below 300 Hz, phase data are
shown for only one measurement.
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related vibration does. As described in Appendix ill, middle-ear
muscles were visually observed to respond to high-level electric
stimuli.
In the range of frequency above 300 Hz, the data of figure 5.7
show a mechanical response that is linearly related to the electric
stimulus. Figure 5.8 Sl10WS that this response is similar in different
animals; the reproducibility of this response froIn animal to animal
seems to be about as good as the reproducibility of the response to
acoustic stimuli.
5.3.4 Equivalence of sinusoidal acoustic and electric stimuli
based on round-window motion.
To compare the effects of electric and acoustic stimuli in pro-
duction of round-window motion, the following procedure was used.
For the range of frequency for which response was linearly related
to the stimulus, it was possible to determine transfer functions
re,lating probe microphone pressure Pm to each stimulus. If the
microphone responses to the acoustic and electric stimuli are denoted
a ePm and Pm respectively, the transfer functions are
p.a
m H a-P d
and
pe
m
He-- -
Ie
1 75
The transfer functions are useful in determining Pm for value s of :Pd
and Ie other than those for which response was measured, and can be
used to show the relationship between equivalent stimuli (stimuli which
produce equal response). The equal-response condition
implies that
or
p e=p a
m m
where Q
m
represents the ratio of equivalent stimuli based on round-
window motion. Expressed in this form, the mechanical measure-
ments can be compared to the stimulus equivalence based on neural
responses obtained in the preceding chapter.
The stimulus equivalence ratio Qm for a typical cat is shown in
figure 5.9. The shaded area in the figure indicates the range of data
from 7 ears. Above about 4 kHz, the magnitude ratios are essentially
flat. A local minimum occurs at about 1.5 kHz, and below this fre-
quency the ratio rises approximately as 1 If. The phase angle of the
ratio approaches -270° at low frequency, and the angle leads
Figure 5.9
Stimulus equivalence ratio Om based on measurements
of the motion of the round-window membrane.
The data shown are the ratio of transfer functions
Pr:i / Ie
pa/ p
m d
which, under the equal-response condition
reduces to the ratio of equivalent stimuli
176
pa=pe
m m
Solid curves show magnitude and angle of this function
measured in one ear; shaded area shows the range of
data from 7 ears. The measured quantities which
enter into this ratio were considered valid if response
was at least 10 dB above the noise level, and data are
shown only at those frequencies where this condition
was met.
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progressively with increasing frequency.
The function Q m shown in this figure can be compared with the ,
corresponding functions Of based on nerve-fiber response in figures
"",
4.14 and 4.21. While these functions show some general similarities,
significant differences exist. A discussion of the differences between
Of and Om is included in Chapter VI.
5.4 Re sponse s in Modified Preparations.
The experiments described in this section were designed to
explore possible sources or mechanisms underlying .. the linear elec-
tromechanical transdllction phenomenon defined above.
5.4.1 Response of the normal cochlea to modified stimulus
current distribution.
In one type of experiment, the effect of location of the stimula-
ting ele ctrode s was studied. The mic rophone output was measured
when both stimulus electrodes were contacting the round-window
membrane and when both electrodes were on the periosteum covering
the cochlear capsule a few rom apart (neither one contacting the round
window). In both of the se case s mechanical re sponse was below the
noise level at most frequencies. ·Since response to the same level of
current flowing into the round window was usually more than 20 dB
above the noise level, these observations indicate that the reduction
in mechanical response was at least 20 dB. These results are
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consistent with the notion that currellt must flow into the cochlea in
order to develop appreciable mechanical response. IIo~Never, the
intracochlear electric signals which result from this current flow
have not been specified (see Appendix IV).
In some experiments, attempts were Inade to stimulate smaller
portions of the cochlea wi th suitably placed intracochlear ele ctrode s.
Howeve r J it was not pos sible to introduce. electrode s which could
carry sufficient cur rent (of Lhe order of 100 tJA) without also appre-
ciahly altering characteristics of the cochlea, and the results of this
type of experiment were not satisfactory.
Thus it was not pos sible to specify electric signals as sociated
with possible sites of transduction or to deliver stimuli which might
selectively excite hypothesized transducer mechanisms. Consequently
other types of experiment were devised to explore the mechanism of
the transducer in other ways.
5.4.2 Post-mortem responses.
As indicated ill Chapte r II J a large (100 InV) dire ct voltage, the
endocochlear potential {EF}J normally exists between scala media and
the other two scalae. The experiments described in this section were
conducted to dete rmine whether cochlear electromechanical trans-
ductiondepended on this bias voltage.
Since EP is diminished during anoxia and after death (Beke sy,
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1960, pp.684-703), one way to investigate the dependence of the trans-
duction on EP was to observe the post-mortem behavior of the mechan-
ical response to electric stimuli. Figure 5.10 shows an example of
the time course of the recorded magnitude and phase of the probe
microphone output recorded when the animal was sacrificed. The
magnitude of round-window voltage E rw in response to tone is shown
for comparison. At about 5 lTlinutes, the 'magnitude of the response
to the electric stimulus shown in (a) drops by about 3 dB; the re sponse
to the tone in (c) remains essentially constant. The phases of both
responses show little change. The magnitude of E rw shown in (d)
diminishes by 5 dB in the first 5 minutes, and has fallen 25 dB at 8
minutes. In the two hours following the period represented in the fig-
ure, little further change occurred in microphone response to either
stimulus. The figure demonstrates dramatic differences between the
behavior of the mechanical response to the electric stimulus and the
behavior of the cochlear rnicrophonic potential.
The fact that response to the electric stilnulus drops by only a
few dB and shows no phase change indicates that the transduction is
not proportional to EP, since EP is known to pass through zero and
remain negative for long times after death (e. g. Bekesy, 1960, pp~ 684
-703). Figure 5.11 shows the results of an experiment in which
microphone output and EP were measured simultaneously. The figure
shows large differences in the time course of mechanical response and
181
Figure 5.10
Probe -rnicropllone re sponse to tone and cur rent and
round-window voltage re spon·se to tone during transi-
tion from ante - to post -mortem value s.
All quantitie s are nornlalized to their value s at tim.e
zero". P rn J probe -microphone sound pre ssure; IeJ
stimulus electrode current; E rwJ fundamental of
round-window voltage. A 5 kHz stimulus sinusoid was
connected alternately to the electrode and earphone sys-
tems. At zero on the time axis, 2 cc of Dial was injec-
ted near the heart. Data in (a) and (c) are magnitude
and angle of normalized probe -microphone output. In
(a)J response to current, in (c), response to tone. In
(b)J normalized magnitude of electrode current from
current probe output. In (d), normalized round-window
voltage in re sponse to tone. Note that ve rtical scale in
(d) is different from other magnitude scales. For (c)
and (d)J sound pressure at tympanic Inembrane = 68 dB
SPL. Initial values in (a), IPm(O) I = 30 dB SPL; in (b),
IIe(O)1 = -11 dB re 0.7 rnA rrns; in (c), Iprn(O)1 = 50 dB
SPL; in (d), IErw(O) I = 28 dB re 1 ~V rrns. Phase data
in (a) are noisier because of lower signal-to-noise ratio.
Data shown were replotted from the original chart record
onto convenient vertical scales.
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Figure 5.11 .
Time cour se of endocochlear potential and of probe-
microphone response to 5 kHz current recorded during
asphyxia.
Circle s are endocochlear potential (EP), eros se s are
magnitude of microphone response IPm I. EP was mea-
sured with a KCl-filled micropipette introduced through
the round-window membrane and into scala media. At
zero on the time scale the tracheal cannula was clamped
shut. Microphone response is normalized to its value
before asphyxia was begun (lprn(O) I = 31 dB SPL). In
the pe riod shown, re sponse was repeatedly measured
as a function of frequency; data points c,re taken at
time s when stimulus frequency was 5 kHz. EP is plot-
ted on a logarithmic scale for comparison with time
cour se of microphone response. At approximately 9
minutes, EP passed through zero and became negative.
Cat M64.
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EP, beginning at about 3 to 4 minute s.
An example of the frequency dependence of both ante - and post-
mortem response to electric stiznuli is shown in figure 5.12. At
frequencie s above about 1.5 kHz, re sponse magnitude post-mortem is
reduced by about 3 dB, while below 1 kHz, no difference is apparent
in the two magnitude curve s. Ante -morteITI re sponse is shown 0111 y
above about 300 Hz because of the high spectral level of the low-
frequency EKG-synchronized signal described at the beginning of the
chapte r. Post-morteIn, 110weve r, this signal is eliminated; the
de sired re sponse was found as low as 30 Hz. Below 1 kHz the ante-
mortem re sponse magnitude appears to behave as 1 If, although the
data exist only for about 2 octaves. In the post-mortem response, 1 If
behavior extends over 6 octaves. It is possible that the 1 If behavior
of ante -mortem response would also extend to low frequency, but it
has not been measured below about 300 Hz, Where both curves exist,
phase of both ante- and post-mortem response is essentially the same.
At low frequency, the angles of microphone output referred to positive
electrode currellt approache s a lag of 2700 .
This figure shows that difference s in the an te - and post -mor-
tern re sponse s to electric stimuli are not large at any frequency.
However, figure 5.10 showed that the transition between the two values
occurs rapidly, within minutes after death, and was not accompanied
by significant change in mechanical re sponse to tone. This re suIt
186
Figure 5.12
The transfer function (sound pressure at probe micro-
phone)/(electrode current) measured before and after
death.
Ante -mortem data de signated by square s, post-mortelTI
by crosses. For each condition, microphone sound
pressure and elec~rode currellt were measured at con-
stant 5 dB setting of the attenuator controlling the ele c-
tric stimulus. Current magnitudes differed by 3 dB at
some frequencie s; the ratio of microphone pre s sure to
electrode current was formed to compensate for dif-
ferences in the stimulus. Post-mortem data are shown
over a wider range of freqllency because low-frequeIlcy
EKG-synchronized signal was eliminated. Elapsed time
between ante - and post-mortem measurements, 2 hour s.
Plotted symbols distinguish curves from each other (see
figure 5.1).
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sugge sts that a compo~ent of ante -mortem re span se rna y be attributa-
ble to a transducer mechanism which depends on vital processes. The
remaining response was maintained after death, when normal cochlear
mechano -electrical transduction had changed dramatically.
5.4. 3 Re sponse s in hair -cell-deficient cochleas.
To determine whether the electromechanical transdllction bore
any relation to the norm.al mechano-electrical transduction which is
associated with the hair cell, the response was studied in cats having
extensive ototoxically -induced hair -cell damage. In sufficient dose s,
the drug used (kanamycin) causes extensive degeneration of hair cells,
while other cells appear to be normal and EP is maintained (Davis et
al. , 1958a; Engstrom et al. , 1966).
Figure 5.13 shows the equivalence ratio Qm from a hair-cell-
deficient cochlea.. The figure shows that both the magnitude and angle
data from this cochlea fall within the nor:mal range.
The extent of hair-cell damage in this cochlea is plotted in fig-
ure 5.14.. Throughout the basal 18 mm of the cochlea (the entire basal
turn and 2/3 of the middle turn) nearly all hair cells had degenerated.
A few mm farther toward the apex, degeneration is classified as
intermediate, while in the fir st few mm of the apical turn, hair - cell
morphology appears normal. In all, hair cells in about 800/0 of this
cochlea are missing.
Figure 5.13
Stimulus equivalence ratio am in a cat having extensive
ototoxically -induced hai r - cell deficiency.
The solid curves show the stimulus equivalence ratio
obtained as in figure 5.9. This cat had received injec-
tions of kanamycin sulfate which re suIted in wide spread
hair - cell degene ration. The shaded are a is replotted
from figure 5.9 and repre sents the range of da ta from
cats which re ceived no drug and are pre sumed to be
normal.
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Figure 5.14
Schematic representation o~ hair-cell degeneration in
the cochlea or"'the kanamycln-tr'eated cat from which
data of figure 5.13 were obtained.
The degree of degeneration in each row of hair cells was
judged by viewing a surface preparation of the organ of
Corti under phase-contrast. Categories of degeneration
for each row are represented as a function of position
along the longitudinal dimension of the cochlea; blackened
area, > 900/0 of cells degenerated; shaded area, between
10 and 900/0 of cells degenerated; white area, < 100/0 of
cells degenerated. IHC, row of inner hair cells; OHC 1,
first row of outer hair cells; OHC 2, second row of outer
hair cells; OHC 3, third row of outer hair cells. Kana-
mycin dosage, 200 rng/kg per day for 12 days, 163 days
elapsed since last dose. Length of the basilar membrane
in this cochlea, 24.5 rom. Approxirnate extent of each
turn is indicated.
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Figure 5.15 shows the round -window voltage E rw in re sponse to
tone recorded in this cochlea. For comparison, the figure also shows
the response recorded from an animal which had received no drug and
which presu:mably had a norm.al complement of hair cells. At low
frequencie s the re sponse from the kanamycin-treated animal is ! 0 dB
below the re sponse of the untreated ear, and above 1.5 kHz the dif-
ference is at least 50 to 6e dB. The pha~e of E rw in the treated ear
is ~l.So different froIn the normal response, changing by three cycles
(3 x 360°) betWten 100 and 1000 Hz.
Although the cochlear mechano-electrical transduction repre-
sented by E rw is distinctly abnormal in the kanamycin-treated ear,
no significant departure from normal was seen in electromechanical
transduction in this ear, as shown in figure 5.13. Similar re suIts
were obtained in another anilnal, in which hair cells throughout about
600/0 of the cochlea had degene rated. The electrorne chanical trans-
duction appears to be maintained in the absence of large proportions
of hai::... cells, as it is post-mortem in normal ears. In fhe hair-cell-
deficient ears, however, the response might have differed slightly
from the response that would have been recorded in that cat before
administration of the drug. The experimental procedure did not per-
rnit comparisun of the response before and after the hair cells
degenerated, and if the degeneration resulted in a change in trans-
dtlction comparable to the small change which accompanied death
Figure 5.15
Round-window potential E rw in response to tone in the
same kanam.ycin-treated cat from which data of figure
5.13 were obtained.
Magnitude and angle of fundamental component of round-
windo' voltage recorded in response to 80 dB SPL
sound pressure at tympanic membrane are shown.
Solid curves, data from kanarrlycin-treated cat; dashed
curves, data from an untreated (normal) cat. In both
experiments, gross rpcording electrode contacted
fluid on the surface of the round-window nlembrane.
Angle of round-window voltage is referred to sound
pressure at tympanic membrane. Data are shown only
in the range of frequencie s for which re sponse -magni-
tude was 10 dB above the noise level.
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(figure 5.10), it would not have been dete cted. Re spons e of the hair-
cell-deficient ears was not studied post-mortem because the cochleas
were fixed for histological examination immediately after the animal
was sacrificed.
5.4.4 Role of ele ctrode s in production of re sponse.
Since the electromechanical transdu.ction is evidently not closely
associated with normal physiological transduction mechanisms, it was
de sirable to establish whether production of mechanical signals was
associated with current flow into the cochlea or whether electro-
mechanical transduction might have taken place at the point at which
the tnetal (stainle s s steel) stimulating electrode s contacted tis sue.
This pas sibility could be te sted by using non-metallic (fluid) ele c-
trade s to make contact with tis sue.
Because of experimental problems, non-metallic electrodes
were difficult to use to stimulate the living cochlea. t.c However, some
evidence relating to the role of electrodes was obtained in another
* Low-impedance, elec'trolyte-filled electrodes were so large and
the available space so limited that it was difficult to fit and seal both
the electrodes and the probe microphone to the cochlea. With smaller,
higher -impedance electrolyte -filled electrode s, it was ne ce s sary to
raise stimulus voltage to produce adequate current flow. At this
highe r voltage ~evel, the isolation of the stimulus and re sponse sys-
terns was not sufficient, and signals electrically coupled into the
microphone channel we re large r than the re sponse due to acoustic
signals.
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preparation.
Electric stiInuli were applied to the temporal bone of a cat
skull in which the cochlea had been filled with saline solution (0.90/0
NaCI). In this preparation, wider access to the cochlea was obtained,
since all skin and muscle had been removed from the skull. Current
was delive red through saline - soaked cotton wicks J one in contact with
fluid in the internal auditory meatus, the -other contacting intracoch-
lear saline solution in the round window. No cement was applied to
the cochlea, but petrolatum was used to seal the probe tube over the
round window.
With this electrode configuration, the metal-tissue junction was
excluded from the closed volume formed when the tube was sealed
over the round window. Metal contacts with the fluid-soaked wicks
were made at the point of support of the wicks, about 1 cm from the
cochlea.
The mechanical response obtained in this preparation is repre-
sented in figure 5.16. Although this response is 5 to 15 dB smaller
than the post-mortem response obtained using metal electrodes, this
difference may be due to any of several electrical or mechanical dif-
ferences in these two preparations. The significance of this result
is that, in spite of these differences, an appreciable mechanical sig-
nal is developed when current is delivered through liquid contacts of
the same composition as the electrolyte filling t.he bony labyrinth.
Figure 5.16
The ratio {sound pressure at probe microphone)/(elec-
trode current} recorded from a saline -filled cochlea.
The temporal bone had been boiled to re move soft sur-
face tis sue. The stape s remained in the oval window,
but the round-window membrane was absent. A saline
solution (0.90/0 NaCI) was introduced into the cochlea
through the open round window with a syringe. A COnl-
bination of gravitational force and capillary action drew
the solution into the cochlea. The bone was then soaked
in the solution for about 1 hour. Saline - soaked cotton-
wick electrodes ( ~ 1 crn long) made contact with the
cochlea; stainle s s - steel wire s made contact with the
wicks. Solid curve is Ipml / lIe I for this preparation.
Dashed curve is post-mortem measurement from cat
M72, replotted from figure 5.12.
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According to this result, it appears that if non-metallic electrodes
were used to stimulate the normal cochlea, the electromechanical
transduction would still occur.
5.5 Summary.
Mechanical responses of the cochlea to sinusoidal electric and
acoustic stimuli were studied using a microphone and probe system
sealed over the round window. Based on the response of the mechan-
ical detector, an equivalence ratio for acoustic and electric stimuli
which is comparable to the neural-based ratio of the J?~~c.e~~n_g chap-
ter was obtained.
Behavior of electrical-to-mechanical transduction was studied
post-mortem, and in cochleas having hair-cell deficiencies. In both
types of experiment, the ITlechanical signals developed in response to
electric stimuli did not diffe r greatly f~om the re sponse in the nor-
mal, living cochlea, but transduction of acoustic signals into cochlear
microphonic potential was distinctly abnormal. The results show
that these two transduction phellomena are essentially independent.
Finally, electrical-to-me"chanical transduction was demonstrated in
the saline -filled cochlea of a temporal bone which had been boiled and
cleaned; this transduction occurred when contact to the cochlea was
made with non-metallic electrode s and it is evidently not a phenome-
non associated with the metal-tissue electrode interface. The
evidence indicates that Cllrrent flow into the cochlea is required in
order for the electromechanical transduction to occur.
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CHAPTER VI.
DISCUSSION
6.1 Origins of Neural Re sponse s.
The data pre sented in Chapte r IV have shown two type s of audi-
tory-ne rve fiber re sponse to electric stimulation of the cochlea. One
type of response exhibited characteristics, which were equivalent to
response to the analogous acoustic waveforms, while other charac-
teristics found were unique to the electric stimuli. On the basis of
the data of Chapters IV and V, some conclusions can be drawn about
the origins of the se re sponse s.
6.1.1 Class II response to sinusoid and a-component of response
to shock.
The unique characteristics of response to electric stimuli are
associated with the short-latency a-component of response to shock
and with the Class II response to sinusoidal current. Characteristics
of these responses suggest that these ?i~c~arges are evoked by the
action of the stimulus current on nerve membrane. Both of these
response components exhibit 1) sharply defined threshold, 2) rapid
increase of re sponse for small increase s of stimulus amplitude, and
3) adaptation of rate for supra-threshold stimuli. * These charac-
* Adaptation as a property of Class II response was illustrated in fig-
ure 4.8~ and comparable adaptation of audii:ory-nerve response to high-
rate shock was attributed to the short-latency {a)component (Moxon, 1967).
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teristics are typical of nerve response to direct electric excitation
[see Katz (1939); Bugnard and Hill (1935)J. Also, the frequency de-
pendence of Clas s II re sponse thre shold (SII tuning cur"ve segments) is
similar to results obtained by Hill et ale (1936) in a study of threshold
of whole-nerve response to sinusoidal electric stilnuli. E"inally, the
re sponse to shock found in hair - cell-deficient cochleas was e s sen-
tially the same as the a-component of response found in normal coch-
leas. In the absence of sensory hair cells, response is evidently the
result of direct action of the electric stimulus on the remaining nerve
fibers.
While the evidence is consistent with the direct action of elec-
tric stimuli on nerve membrane, a particular site of action is not
indicated. As described in Appendix III, the effects of current deliv-
ered through the cochlear stimulating electrodes are not confined to
the ear'. Since the effect of current is so widely spread, an action
potential could be initiated in an auditory-nerve fiber at almost any
point.
6.1.2 Class I response to sinusoid and ~-component of response
to shock.
The ~-coznponentof nerve-fiber shock response and Class II
response to sinusoid were similar to the response to analogous aCQUS-
tic stimuli. On the basis of nerve-fiber response, and from the
mechanical measureznents of Chapter- V, it appears that these respon-
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ses can be explained in terzns of mechanical signals which are genera-
ted in re sponse to an electric stimulus.
All the similarities of nerve -fiber response to electric and
acoustic stimuli are simply explained if the electric stimulus excites
the cochlea rrlechanically. The relation of firing tim.es of the ~-COITl­
ponent of shock response to fiber characteristic freq"uency and the
tuning characteristics of Class I response to sinusoidal stimuli can be
explained in terms of cochlear mechanics in the same way as the
_responses to acoustic stimuli.(see section 2.1.6). Also, ttle inhibi-
tory effect of OCB activity and the cancellation of electric and acous-
tic sinusoids are readily accounted for.
There are, however, two experimental results which are
stronger evidence for the existence of an intermediate mechanical
signal. First, the results of Chapter V are direct evidence that elec-
tric stimuli generate mechanical signals in the cochlea. Second,
Chapter IV showed that Class I nerve-fiber response was abolished
when Illotion of the stapes relative to the cochlear capsule was im-
peded by cement. On the basis of this evidence, it can be concluded
that this type of nerve-fiber response is mediated by mechanical sig-
nals.
According to this conclusion, the observed Class I nerve-fiber
re sponse is apparently not produced by a purely electric inte raction
with cochlear systems, although there is a basis on which this kind of
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interaction might have been predicted. First, according to ~he well-
known variable-resistance model of the hair cell proposed by Davis
(1960), externally applied currents might excite synaptic endings of
the auditory nerve electrically to produce a frequency-independent
ne rye -fibe r re sponse identical to acoustically-evoked discharge.
Second, some experimental studies have shown that direct and low-
frequency alternating currents can intera'ct with the cochlea electri-
cally and modify nerve-fiber response (Tasaki and Fernandez, 1952;
Konishi et al. , 1970; Teas et al. J 1970) J pas sibly due to an ele ctric
effect on the sensory hair cells. However, the data of Chapter IV
show no evidence of any effect which could be identified with direct
electric action on hair cells. It is possible that this kind of electric
mechanism might have been excited if, for example, higher current
densitie s had been gene rated in the vicinity of the organ of Corti.
Howeve r, the evidence indicate s that the electric stimuli used in this
study affect sensory cells only indirectly, by generating intermediate
mechanical signals.
In summary, the two type s of re sponse found in auditory-ne rve
fibers when electric stimuli are delivered to the cochlea can be
attributed to two distinct excitatory processes. One type is evidently
the result of direct action of electric current on the nerve membrane
itself. The other type of response is generated by a mechanical sig-
nal which results from the electric stimulus.
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6.2 Origin of Mechanical Response to Electric Stimuli. /
6.2.1 Comparison of neural and mechanical stimulus equivalence
data.
Since elas sIne rye -fibe r re sponse to sinusoidal ele ctr ic stimuli
can be attributeu to mechanical signals in the cochlea, the stimulus
equivalence ratios Of and Om are both measures of the mechrical
response of the cochlea. as indicated by different detectors. I" \
/ \
.;
In figure 6.1 J the neural- and rnechanical-ba sed ratios' are
plotted for comparison. At frequencies above 3 kHz the ag
between the two sets of magnitude data is good. Below 1 k
,j.
ever, the magnitude data do not superimpose, and belo~' 6
1
°0 Hz the
two sets of data are roughly parallel, increasing with decreasing
frequency as 1 If. In this ra·nge the difference between th~ two sets of
data is about 10 dB.
The phase data from both types of measurement agree reason-
ably well. At frequencies greater than 4 kHz, the neural-based phase
equivalence leads the mechanical-based phase equivalence, but by no
more than 45 0 . Because neural phase data were not obtained below
about 2 kHz, it is not possible to compare phases ,at the low frequen-
cies, where the magnitude data disagree.
It is possible that the difference in the two measures of equiv-
alent .stimulus magnitudes which occurs below 1 kHz can be attributed
to different experimental conditions in the two sets of experiments.
' ..,..
Figure 6.1
\
Comparison of the stimulus equivalence ratios Om and
Of·
The shaded. ~~ea shows the range of mechanical data
that was shown in figure 5.9. The neural magnitude
curves are the smoothed Iall replotted from f~ures
4.14 and 4.21 (e). Neural phase equivalence is a{, re-
plotted from figure 4.15.
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To make the Inechanical measurements, the microphone systelTl was
sealed over the round window. The microphone system was shown
not to load the cochlea mechanically, but the procedures associated
with installing the tube may have altered the current flow around and
through the cochlea to produce a frequency-dependent difference in
the effectiveness of electrode terminal current. No frequency-
dependent differences were noted in measurements of electrode cur-
rent. However, a difference in spatial distribution of current flow
within the preparation would not necessarily have been reflected as a
difference in terminal current.
The data of Chapters IV and V suggest that current flow into the
cochlea is required in order to generate the response. The prepara-
tion of the cochlea in mechanical experiments probably caused a
greater proportion of electrode current to flow into the cochlea,
increasing the effectiveness of a given terminal current. This ex-
planation is consistent with the results, since the equivalence ratios
show that at low frequencies currents were about 10 dB more effec-
tive in producing response of the mechanical detector than in pro-
ducing Class I response in nerve fibers.
There is an alternate hypothesis which could account for the
difference in equivalence ratios. The neural-based equivalence Qf
represents the relative effectiveness of tone and current in generating
mechanical signals which stimulate llair cells. Since eq\livalence Of
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was based on fiber re sponse at fee J the low-frequency portion of the
curve represents the ratio of stimuli that produce equal basilar-
membrane displacements in the apex of the cochlea, and the high-
frequency portion of the curve is based on displacements produced in
the base. * The mechanical-based ratio Qm is based on displacements
at yet another position. a mechanical terminal of the cochlea. Thus
it is possible that the differences in Of and am are due to the different
locations in the cochlea at which the mechanical signals are sampled.
If this is so. one implication is that within the cochlea, the distri-
bution of mechanical signals (the pattern of vibration) is not the same
for acoustic excitation as it is for electric excitation. ** Consequently,
it would be possible to conclude that the mechanical response to an
electric stimulus is not equivalent to a signal acting at the cochlear
terminals; this could be the case if the source of transduction were
within the cochlea.
The available evidence does not indicate which of these two
* Of was always based on fiber response at fl-equencies close to f c
because Class I response occurred only over a relatively narrow fre-
quency range (see figure 4.5).
** Single fiber data alone would not have shown such a distribution,
since response of eiJ..ch fiber was only measured over a narrow range
of frequencies close to f c . To observe this discrepancy, Class I
response of a high-frequency fiber (fc > 3 kHz) would have to be ob-
served at low frequency (f < 1 kHz) and compared with the response
of low-fc fibers. Because of the occurrence of Class II response,
such observations were not possible.
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alternative hypotheses accounts for the differences between results of
Chapters IV and V. IT different Of and Q
m
were demonstrated simul-
taneously in the same ear, the latter pos~ibility and the consequent
conclusions concerning the site ~f transduction would be indicated.
6.2.2 Properties of response pe~tinent to mechanisms of
electromechanical transduction.
Some known electrostatic mechanisms by which electric stimuli
can be transduced into mechanical signals peripheral to the cochlea
were described in Chapter II. These Il1echanisms cannot account for
the transduction observed in this study for two reasons. First. unless
such an electrostatic transducer is supplied with some sort of bias, its
mechanical output is at twice the frequency of the electric input.
However. nerve fibers showed maximum sensitivity to sinusoidal
current and acoustic tone at the same frequency (see figure 4.4). and
the period of the m.echanical waveform recorded by the microphone
system in Chapter V (figure 5.4) was the same as the stimulus period.
Second, nerve-fiber response to electric stimuli was not discernibly
affected by interruption of tile as sicular chain which significantly re-
duced the transmission characteristics of the middle ear (figure 4.21).
The signals generated by the electric stimuli therefore are ,not trans-
mitted through, the middle ear and do not originate peripheral to the
cochlea.
While the data are consistent with a cochlear source of trans-
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dllction, the experitnents of Chapter V indicate that the observed
electromechanical effect is essentially independent of other known
cochlear mechano-electric phenomena, since mechanical response to
electric stimulation changed little after death, when normal cochlear
function had ceased.
The small « 5 dB) post-mortem reduction ill. mechanical
response that was observed occurred concurrently with large changes
in E rw and EP (figures 5.10, 5.11). According to this result, a small
component of the norma.l mechanical response may in fact be related
to the specialized electromechanical sensory mechanisms of the coch-
lea. However, the remaining, major component ~f electromechanical
transduction is evidently not related to normal cochlear function, and
the mechanisIYl responsible for this (larger) component may have no
role in normal hearing processes. Post-mortem transduction may
be attributable to the same physical mechanism which accounts for
the transduction found in the preparation of temporal bone in which
the cochlea was filled with saline solution. Any of a number of
mechanisms may be responsible for this phenomenon. For instance,
it could be based on some electro-capillary (electro-osmotic) effect
[see Creeth (1951), Grodzins-ky (1971)), possibly one associated with
the interface b~tween electrolyte and bone, or it might even reflect
some piezoelectric property of the temporal bone itself [see Shamos
et al. (1963), Shamos and Lavine (1967)]. On the basis of existing
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data, however. it is not possible to specify the actual physical mech-
anism(s) underlying the mechanical response to electric stimulation.
6.2.3 A simple description of mechanical response.
The equivalence ratios presented in Chapters IV and V were
expressed in terms of the electrode current and th:e sound pressure at
the tympanic membrane. The results can be simplified if the acous-
tic stimulus is expre s sed in terms of stape s velocity rathe r than
sound pressure. The stapes motion was not measured in the present
experiments. but sound pressure at the tympanic membrane can be
related to stapes displacement using the average middle-ear transfer
function obtained by Guinan and Peake (1967).
Figure 6.2 shows the result of transforming the equivalence
ratio Om into the ratio Ust/le , where Ust denotes complex amplitude
of stapes volume velocity into the oval window. Data are not shown
above 12 kHz, since the middle -ear transfer function has not been
measured above this frequency. The figure shows that the function
U st/Ie can be approximated by a real constant ave r the entire range
of data from 100 Hz to 12 kHz. The amplitude curve is flat within
± 3 dB and the phase curve is 1800 ± 45 0 .
This res~lt can be simply written as
-k 100 Hz < f < 12 kHz
Figure 6.2
Ratio of equivalent stimuli from mechanical measure-
ments expressed as Ust/le.
Data shown in figure 5.9 have been transformed using
the middle -ear transfer function of Guinan and Peake
(1967) to relate sound pressure at tympanic membrane
to volume velocity of the stapes footplate into the oval
window. Shaded area shows the range of 7 measure-
ments, solid curve shows data from a single cat.
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where
-6 cm 3k - 2.8 x 10
rnA· sec
If it is assumed that volume velocity into the oval window produces
equal volume velocity out of the round window (Ust = U rw)' this ex-
pression also describes the motion of the round-window membrane
in re sponse to electric stiInulation,
-kIe 100 Hz < f < 12 kHz
The results of the post-mortem mechanical measurements that were
shown in figur.e 5.12 suggest that this proportionality may be valid
at frequencies as low as 30 Hz.
This result can be incorporated into a silTIple lumped-parameter
model of the acoustic terminal characteristics of the middle ear and
cochlea. Figure 6.3 shows an eqllivalent circuit of this model. TIle
dependent pressure source and electric terminal pair are included to
account for the mechanical response to electric stimuli.
The output characteristics of the middle ear are represented b)'
a Thevenin-equivalent acoustic network. The acoustic irnpedance of
the stapes in the oval window (Zst) has been shown separately from
the rest of middle -ear impedance for convenience in interpreting
re suIts in term's of the model. *
* The probe -tube as seml)ly used to rneasure round-window motion
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Figure 6.3
Dependent-source model of the acoustic terminal l)ehavior
of the electrically-stimulated cochlea.
The cochlea is represented at its acoustic terlninals by
lumped acoustic impedance Zc in series with current-
controlled pressure source P. The pressure across Zc
with P == 0 is the difference between pressure on the
perilymph at the oval window and pressure exerted on
the round-window membrane, which is taken to be zero.
The output characteristics of the middle ear are repre-
sented by Thevenin-equivalent pressure source P me in
series with lumped acoustic impedances Zme and Zst.
Zst' acoustic impedance of the stapes in the oval window;
U rw' round -window volume velocity; U st, volume velo-
city of the stapes footplate. Electric terminal-pair
re pre sents connections of stimulating ele ctrode s. Ze'
electrode impedance; Ie' c:urrent into round-v.,..indow
ele ctrode.
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In response to 3. stimulus current Ie
- kI
e
-p
or
This expre s sion can be simplified somewhat by applying a re-
suIt of Chapter IV. For electric stimuli, the data showed that nerve-
fiber response attributed to mechanical signals in the cochlea was
sensitive to conditions at the terminals of the cochlea, since response
was significantly reduced when stapes mobility was artificially
reduced lly mea.ns 0,£ cement. Howeve r, since this re sponse was not
greatly altered when the ossicular chain was interrupted, it can be
concluded that electrically generated mechanical signals are not
significantly changed when Zme ..... OJ or
According to this result, Zme can be neglected, and so
introduced an impedance in series with the round-window terminal of
the cochlea, but this impedance was shown to be negligibly small (see
se ction 5.1) and it is not repre sented in the diagram.
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Thus, to cOITlpletely specify the pressure P, knowledge of the impe-
dances Zc and Zst is requirec:l. Some mathematical models of coch-
lear hydrodynamics predict essentially real (resistive) Zc (Zwislocki,
1948; Wansdronk, 1962), but Borne experimental data indicate that in
the cat both Zc and Zst are f:~equency-dependent(Tonndorf et al. ,
1966).
For purposes of summarizing the experimental data it is not
necessary to assign values to these impedances. To apply the model
in general, the appropriate experimentally-determ.ined values could
be incorporated.
It should be emphasized that. any equivalent circuit based only
on terminal behavior does not in general describe signals within the
system being modeled. In this case, however J insofar as the neural
and mechanical data (figure 6.1) agree, the Thevenin equivalent
configuration would approximately describe the effect of electric
stimuli in generating intracochlear mechanical signals which produ.ce
Class I nerve-fiber response.
No physical mechanism is necessarily associated with this
dependent source configuration. While the configuration of elements
in the equivalent circuit appears to be a model of a pressure of elec-
tric origin acting at the base of the cochlea, there is no evidence to
indicate whether the actual force is localized at the base or elsewhere,
or whether forces are distributed throughout the cochlea. The
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lumped-parameter dependent-source configuration shown represents
the underlying electromechanical transducer only in terms of its
effects on the terminal characteristics of the cochlea.
6.3 Relationship of Experimental Results to Human Perception.
6.3.1 Correlation of physiological and psychophysical re suIts.
The results of Chapter IV are comparable to the experiments in
which sinusoidal electric stimuli were applied to the human cochlea.
In this situation, sinusoidal currents are pe rceived eithe r as a pure
tone at the frequency of the stimulus or as a noise of a buzzing
character (Jones, Stevens, and Lurie, 1940; Salomon and Starr, 1963).
The physiological results of Chapter IV are summarized in fig-
ure 6.4. Figure 6.4 (a) is a schematic drawing of the electric stimu-
lus plane indicating the characteristic of response which would be
found throughout the whole auditory nerve, based on the single-fiber
threshold data of figure 4.5. In part (b) of the figure, the contours
defined in part (a) have been transformed into equivalent sound-pre s-
sure stimuli and are plotted i~l the acoustic stimulus plane. According
to the data of Chapte r IV, an electric stimulus in the portion of the
plane labeled Region I (part a) establishes activity throughout the
entire auditory nerve which resembles the response to tone, both in
terms of the time pattern of single -fiber discharge and in terms of
distribution of activity among fibers of different f c . An electric
222
Figure 6.4
Idealized subdivision of the stimulus plane based on response
characteristic s of the entire auditory ne rve.
In (a)J curve 1-11 (lower boundary of Region I) is an idealization
of the contour described by the current thresholds at f ce shown
in figure 4.13. Line 2 -2 r (lowe r boundary of Region II) is an
idealization of a curve which would fall just below the SIl seg-
ments of electric tuning curve s (figure 4.5). The portion of the
plane below the curve 2 -1 -11 -2 I is not labeled; stimuli in this
area evoke no detectable auditory-ne:rve re sponse. In (b),
points from fiber thre shold curve s 1-1 rand 2 - 2 I defined in (a)
have been mapped into equivalent sound-pressure stimuli for
comparison with behavioral sound-pressure thresholds (labeled
curve B) de rived from data of Mille r et al. (1963). All thre s-
hold values are expressed as sound-pressure level at the tym-
panic membrane for intact middle-ear cavities. In transform-
ing current into equivalent sound pressure with tympanic cavi-
ties closed Pd(closed), it has been assumed that only the acous-
tic ne rye -fibe r thre sholds would be altered, and that thre shold
pressure with cavities open Pd(open) is related to the pressure
required with cavities closed by the equal-response pressure
ratio [sound pre s sure (closed) / sound pre s sure (open) ] pre-
sented by Guinan and Peake (1967, figure 20). From the three
sets of data summarized in figure 6.1, three modified smoothed
equivalence ratios Iall' were formed as
Ia t I' = [SOUnd pressure (Closed)] Ia t I
f sound pressure (open) f
and the average of the ratios TOll' was formed. A current level
IIe I plotted in (a) was converted in (b) to sound-pres sure levelPdl(closed) by Ipdl(closed) = lall'.I
e
Values were computed at octave frequencies froIn 250 Hz to
8 kHz and at 14 kHz (I all was not obtained below about 170 Hz,
and the required middle -ear data extend only to 14 kHz). The
behavioral thresholds (curve B) have been converted froln free-
field sound pressure to sound pressure at the tympanic mem-
brane using the data and procedure pre sented by Wiene r,
Pfeiffer, an~ Backus (1966).
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stimulus within Region I, therefore, should be indistinguishable from
a tone and consequently should give rise to perception of tone in the
central nervous system.
For electric stimuli which are in Region II of the whole -nerve
re sponse area, the activity in the ne rve diffe r s conside rably from the
response to tone. First, these stimuli produce distinctive, Class II
temporal patterns of discharge in individual fibers. Second, Class II
thresholds are independent of f c and are nearly the same for all fibers.
While a m.oderate level of tone or Region I current excites only fibers
of f c sufficiently close to the frequency of the tone, a Region II elec-
tric stiITlulus can establish Class II activity in large numbers of audi-
tory-nerve fibers without regard to fiber f c . These response charac-
te ristic s sugge st that a Region II stimulus might give rise to an audi-
tory sensation corresponding to a broad spectrum acoustic stimulus,
which could be described as noise.
Other characteristics of subjective perception of noise described
in the detailed study of Jone s et al. (1940) can be as sociated with
characteristics of Class II nerve-fiber response. First, some sub-
jects heard noise only, while some heard noise for some frequencies
and toone for others. In all but one subject noise was heard only for
low-frequency stimuli, < 250 Hz. As shown in the data of figure 4.5
and in the s chernatic drawing of figure 6.4, at low frequencie s the
Region II boundary becomes lower and Region I vanishes. Thus, noise
225
is perceived at frequencies where only Class II response is found.
In addition, the relatively well-defined times of discharge associated
with low-frequency Class II response patterns (figure 4.10) may be a
correlate of the buzzing character of the reported sensation.
Second, perceived noise showed large growth of loudness as
stimulus was increased, and loudness of noise decreased with main-
tained stimulation; figure s 4.7 and 4.11 showed that nerve -fibe r dis-
charge rates grow rapidly for sInall increments of current in Region
II, and figure 4.9 showed a decrease in rate for maintained Region II
stimulus current. Thus this discharge-rate behavior may be a cor-
relate of perceptual loudness phenomena.
Subjective phenomena associated with electric stimuli were
somewhat variable among different subjects, possibly due to different
conditions of their inner ears .. (Most of the subjects studied by Jones
et ale had undergone radical mastoid surgery and evidently had a
prior history of ear disease, although it should be noted that Jones et
ale found no consistent relation between re suIts and patients r audio-
grams.) In the experiments of the present study, results in cats with
normal cochleas were always similar (e. g. figures 4.13,4.14,4.21),
but the data of figure 4.20, from an ear which had an experimentally-
produced conductive hearing loss resembling otosclerosis, showed no
Class I response characteristics.
On the basis of these psychophysical and physiological results,
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it appears that the subjective perceptions of human subjects can be
identified with Clas s I and elas s II auditory -ne rye -fibe r re spans e s.
Subje ctive sensatiun of tone is associated with elas sIne rye -fibe r
response, which is found for stimuli in Region I of the whole-nerve
re sponse area, and which is attributed to a cochlear electromechani-
cal phenomenon. Sensation of noise accompanies Class II auditory-
nerve activity, which is found in Region II, and which is the result of
direct electric excitation of rlerve fibers.
6.3.2 Communication Possibilities.
Since re sponse of auditory-ne rye fibe r s to an ele ctric sinusoid
duplicate s re sponse to acous tic tone ove r a range of level and fre-
quency' it might be expected that response to more complex electric
waveforms would duplicate the re sponse to the analogous sounds.
This phenomenon could possibly be used for auditory communication.
However, the :-esults of previous human psychophysical experiments,
as well as the results of Chapter IV, suggest that useful communica-
tion might not be achieved simply.
As de scribed above, stilTIuli in Region II produce elas s II ne rve-
fiber response, which can be associated with perceptions which do
not carre spond to the acoustic analog of the electric stimulus. The re-
fore, this region of the stimulus plane is apparently not useful for
readily intelligible communication. However, an electric stimulus
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waveform \vhose spectrum falls in Region I, below the threshold of
Region II, could be perceived much the saIne as if the stimulus were
its acoustic analog.
Figure 6.4 shows that the dynamic range of Region I is greatest
at relatively high frequencies. In the range of speech frequencies,
about 300 to 3000 Hz, Region I is less extensive, and at the low end of
this range, where speech spectra have maximum content, the dynamic
range of Region I becomes small, vanishing at about 200 Hz. In part
(b) of the figure, a behavioral sound -pre s sure thre shoid for the cat
derived from the data of Miller et ale (1963)(curve B) can be com-
pared with the idealized equivalent nerve-fiber threshold curves (1-1 "
2 -2'). * The behavioral thre shold is generally lowe r than the 1-11
nerve-fiber threshold, by a maximum of 20 dB at 14 kHz. The lower
behavioral thre shold Bugge sts that ele ctric stimuli rnight gene rally be
Pt~ rceived intelligibly ove r a wide r dynamic range than the single-
ne rye -fibe r thre sholds indicate. Howeve r, at low frequencie s, the
diffe rence between the se two thre shold curve s (1-1 r, B) is small J and
both approach the transformed boundary of Region II (2 - 2 r). Evidl~ntly
)'.c The procedure for transforming data to form the contours of figure
6.4 (b) is de scribed in detail in the caption. It should be noted that in
transforming current level to equivalent sound-pressure level, an
average stimulus equivalence IOf I has been applied in conjunction with
a correction for closing the middle-ear and bulla cavities, to repre-
sent the equivalent sound-pressure level in an animal with an intact
middle ear.
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below about 200 Hz, there is no range of level for which a sinusoidal
current would be perceived as a tone. At these frequencies, currents
at or below threshold for stimulating nerve fibers directly would
gene rate mechanical signal s that are below the thre shold of audibility,
and which produce no detectable response.
Possibly for some other stimulating electrode configuration this
would not be the case. For instance, an understanding of the electro-
mechanical transducer mechani sm re sponsible for Region I charac-
teristics might allow simple specification of a current distribution
which would excite the transducer but which would be less effective
in stimulating ne rye fibe r s dire ctly. If such a stimulus could be pre-
sented' the diffe renee between thre shalds for elas s I and Clas s II
responses might be increased.
On the basis of the available data, it is not clear that electric
stimulation of the cochlea by means of the electrode pair described
would be 1.lseful for conventional speech communication, although
there is no reason why electric excitation of the cochlea could not
successfully communicate signals having high-frequency spectra. If
spectra of speech signals were modified (filtered) 50 as to fall just
below Region II, making maximum use of the available extent of
Region I, it is possible that useful speech intelligibility might be
achieved. It should be emphasized, however, that although lnechani-
cal response to electric stimuli IS essentially unrelated to other
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cochlear phenomena, production of the useful, Class I nerve-fiber
response depends on normal cochlear mechano-electrical transducer
processes; without adequate cochlear sensory function, perception
would show the cOlTIplex and not ve ry useful characte ris tic s as sociated
with Class II response.
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APPENDIX I.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTRIC STIMULUS CIRCUIT
As indicated in the methods of Chapter III, electric stimuli were
specified in terrns of currellt at the terruinals of tIle stimulating elec-
trades, and voltage across the electrode~ was not rOlltinely Ineasllred.
Without a direct measurement of electrode voltage, the irnpedance of
the electrodes and cochlea cannot be simply obtained as the ratio of
electrode voltage to electrode current. However, the measured ctlr-
rent and knowledge of other circuit COllstants allows the ilnpedance to
be calculated. A typical example of electrode current rneasured as a
function of frequency is shown in figure AI.I (a). Part (b) shows an
equivalent circuit of the stimulus source connected to the stimulating
electrodes. The results of the calculation of electrode impedance are
shown in part (c). The impedance is fairly constant a}Jove a few hlln-
dred Hz and is about 7 kG. In most experiments, impedallce was be-
tween 1 and 1 0 kO.
The Cllrrent drawn by the electrode system at constant voltage,
and hence the impedance of the ele ctrode s and cochlea, tlStlall y wa s
quite constant during the course of an experirnent. An exanlple of
electrode current level at 1 kHz measured al)Ollt eve ry thirty Jnilllltes
over a period of 17 hours is shown in figure Al.2. rrhe total variation
over this period of time was only 3 dB.
z =e
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Figure AI.l
Electrical characteristics of a typical stimulating elec-
trode pair.
Wire electrodes were in stand"ard placement, contacting
the surface of the cochlea and fluid on the surface of the
round-window membrane. Curves in (a), magnitude and
angle of current flow into round-window electr"ode at con-
stant 10 dB setting of the attenuator controlling the elec-
tric stimulus. Angle of current referred to voltage from
a low-impedance output of the source oscillator, which
has the phase of the source in the equivalent circuit in
(b). In (b) J Thevenin equivalent of the circuit supplying
the stimulating electrode s, shown loaded by the impe-
dance between th~. two stimulating electrode s Ze. Equiva-
lent circuit parameters Vs' open-circuit voltage, and
ZSJ output impedance. [Actual circuit consisted of a
SOD-ohm source oscillator (open-circuit output = 2.8 V
rms) connected to a 500-ohm attenuator set to 10 dB and
styped up by a wide-band transformer of turns ratio
1: 10.] Equivalent circuit parameters derived as
IV s I = (2.8)x(1 /JiO)x(JiO) = 2.8 V rms, and
Zs = (J[O )2x (500 0) = 5000 O. In (c), real and imagi-
nary parts of Ze are calculated from measured current
of (a) and circuit constants of (b) according to the
relation V
s _ 5000 (1
Ie
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Figure AI.2
Magnitude of electrode current at constant attenuator
setting plotted against time throughout the course of
an expe riment.
At approximately 1/2-hour intervals the electrode
current at 1 kHz was measured for a 20 dB setting of
the attenuator controlling the electric stimulus. After
7 hours the stimulating electrodes were removed from
the cochlea and replaced about 2 hours later.
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The circuit paralTIeters of the stimulus system limited the maxi-
mum power delivered to the electrode system and cochlea. At maxi-
mum level, the equivalent open -circuit source voltage '1 s was +19 dB
re 1 V rms, or~ V rms, and optimUr.ll power transfer from this
source to the load would occur with a load resistance matched to the
SOOO-ohm source resistance R s . Under these conditions, power de-
livered to the load is given by
p =
max (optimum)
or 4 milliwatts. For a load not matched to the 5000 -ohm source J
p < P For the typical circuit parameters shown in
max max (optimum)·
figure AI.I,
P max
Since P max is the total maximum power delivered to the stimu-
lating electrodes on the surface of the cochlea, the power actually
di s sipated within the cochlea would be expe cted to be Ie s s than the
values calculated.
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APPENDIX II.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROBE - TUBE SYSTEM
A drawirlg of the probe tu be, couple r, and mic rophone cartridge
was shown in figure 3.4. The pressure transformation characteristic
of this system is shown in figure A2.l, and a transmission-line analog
representing the acoustic properties of the tube and its termination is
shown in the inset. The first peak in the pressure trap.3fer function
occurs at about 2.7 kHz, and other peaks occur at about 7.8 and 13 kHz.
The general decrease in the magnitude of the pressure transfer func-
tion at higher frequencies may be a reflection of lossy tube character-
istics. No effort was made to match the tube to its terminating impe-
dance, and the lack of damping is apparent in the pre s sure gain (about
18 dB) at the first resonance.
In the transmission -line analog, voltage is taken as analogous to
pressure, and current is analogous to volulne velocity, in accordance
with the impedance-based analogy of electric and acoustic variables
[see Beranek (1954)J. From transmission-line theory, the pressure
transformation in a system which is the analog of a los sle s s line of
length t J characteristic impedanc.·...-' ZOJ and terminated in a load impe-
dance ZT is
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Figure A2.1
Pressure transfer function of probe-microphone system.
The probe tube was inserted into a closed cavity and the
sound pressure near the tube orifice was measured with
a second 1 /2 -inch capacitor microphone (B &K 4134) as
the cavity was excited by a third capacitor cartridge
used as an earphone. PI' sound pre s sure at the tube
entrance; P z' sound pressure at the probe microphone.
The curve s show magnitude and angle of the transfe r
function P zIP 1· The inse t shows a 10 s sle s s transmis sion-
line analog of the probe tube terminated by the lumped
impedance of the microphone cartridge and the small
volume of air in the coupler. 20' characteristic
acoustic impedance of the tube; ZT' acoustic impedance
of the termination; t, length of the tube; U 1 J volume-
velocity flow into tube orifice.
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where
ZT - Z
r T
0
-
ZT + Zo
and
~ w-
v
and v is the propagation velocity of the line. The transfer function
relating pressure at the load P z to input volume velocity U 1 is
given by
and the input impedance Zl is
z ·o
1 + r T e-j2~.t
1 - r T e-j2~.t
IT it is assumed that the terminating impedance ZT is sufficiently
large (that the te rmination is sufficiently stiff), then the refle ction
coefficient r T ~ 1. In thi s simplified model, the pole s of the se func-
tions fallon the jw axis and are easily calculated. The pole s of the
pressure transformation and the zeros of ZI occur when
. -j2~l
e --1
or
2 a1, - TT (2n + 1) n - 0,1,2,···
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The corresponding frequencies are
v (2n+l)
4£
or if
v
4£
then fhe frequencie s are f o ' 3fo ' 5fo ' The pole s of Z 1 and of
transfer impedance ZZl - PZ/U 1 are found from
e
-j2St
- +1
which gives
v
- m--
2£
m-O,I,2,···
In terms of f o defined above, the (non-zero) frequencies are 2fo ' 4fo '
6fo , · · ..
The lowest-frequency peak in the measured pressure transfor-
mation shows that for the probe -tube system, fa = 2.7 kHz, although
the maximum pressure gain is only 18 dB, not infinity as the simpli-
fied 108 sle 8 s model predicts. If the tube we re driven frolTI a high-
impedance (velocity) source, the peaks in measured output would
occur at even multiples of f o ' or 5.4, 10.8, 16.2, · · · kHz. The data
of Chapter V suggest that the cochlea is a high-impedance source, and
microphone pressure developed when the tube is sealed over the round
window shows peaks at approximately these frequencies.
The maxima and minima of the input impedance Z 1 occur at
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multiples of f o ' although again, the values attained would not be ex-
pected to be 0 and 00 as the simplified model would indicate. The Im-
pedarlce maxima should occur at 5.4, 10.8, 16.2, · · · kHz, the
frequencies at vlhich pressure peaks are found when the system is
driven by the cochlea. At the maxima of this impedance, the tube
presents the greatest acoustic load to the. cochlea. Impedance minima
would occur at 2.7, 8.1, 13.5,
Ie ast at the se frequencie s.
kHz, and the tube loads the coc,hlea
At frequencies for which the length of the tube is small com-
pared to a quarter wavelength (£« 'A/4, or f «fo )' the system can
be characterized by its compliance, which is easily calculated. From
figure 3.4, the volume of air in the tube and coupler is about 0.075 cm3,
and the equivalent volume of the microphone cartridge is a bout 0.003
cm
3
, giving a total equivalent volume V of 0.078 em3
compliance of an ideal gas of volume V is given as
The acoustic
where K is the adiabatic compressibility of the gas. For air at atmos-
pheric pressure,
5
K - 0.7 x 10- 6 em
dyne
and so
5
- 5.6 x 10-8~
dyne
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Knowledge of the cornpliance specifies the approximate low-frequency
value of the functions
1
f« 2.7 kI-Iz.
j2TTfCA
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APPENDIX III.
SPURIOUS EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC STIMULI
In the experiments described in Chapters IV and V, electric
stimuli were delivered with electrodes on the cochlea. However, the
effects of the electric stimuli were not necessarily limited to the inner
ear, or evel1 to the auditory system. These additional effects were
not studied systematically, but some observations can be rep~~I'ted.
Sufficiently high levels of both pulse and sinusoidal electric
stimuli sometime s caused gros s mus cular activity, such as twitching
of the animal r s face and neck musculature. This was a problem in the
experiments of Chapter IV, since when this occllrred, it was difficult
to keep a microelectrode in contact with a nerve fiber. This effect
limited the level of ele ctric stimulus which could be used sue ce s sfully
when recording from auditory-nerve fibers. The cause of the muscu-
lar twitch was not determined directly; however, the seventh cranial
(facial) nerve, which inne rvate s facial mus culature, pas se s through
the inte rnal auditory meatus and the facial canal in tr.le temporal bone,
and a branch, the chorda tympani, passe s through the middle -ear cav-
ity. Also, the eleventh cranial (accessory) nerve, which sends bran-
ches to the musculature of the neck, exits from the cranium along with
the ninth and tenth cranial nerves through the jugular foramen, several
millimete r 8 caudo- medial to the stimtllating electrode s. It is pas sible
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that portions of the facial and accessory nerves could have been exci-
ted by the electric stimuli delivered to the cochlea to produce the
obse rved ITluscle re sponse.
Occasionally electric stimuli at sufficiently high level seemed to
disrupt normal respiration. In such. a case the normal respiratory
rnotion of the animal's chest was replaced by a more rapid, shallow
motion, interspersed occasionally with a deep inhalation. This effect
on the preparation al so placed limits on the uppe r level of stimulus
that could be used and the length of time a high-level stimulus could be
left on. Since th~ vagus ne rve, br anche s of which go to the heart and
lungs, is one of those which pass through the jugular foramen, it too
rna)' have been excited electrically. The vagus is extensively distrib-
uted and innervates many organs, and possible effects of electric exci-
tation of this nerve may have been widespread. Although there was
some indication that heart function became abnormal at high current
levels, EKG characteristics were not observed closely.
Often when the microelectrode was positioned anteriorly in the
internal auditory meatus, it could pass through the vestibular portion
of the eighth nerve. Fibers which exhibited an essentially periodic
discharge waveform were recognized as vestibular-nerve fibers
(Rupert, Moushegian, and Galambos, 1962). The se vestibular fiber s
were found to re spond to high-level electric stimuli, but as thre shold
of vestibular-nerve fibers was not routinely recorded, it is not pos-
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sible to compare them with auditory-nerve-fiber thresholds.
The final spurious effect of electric stimuli to be described was
found only in certain animals. In nlost experiments the tendons of the
middle -ear mus cle s we re cut to de couple the as sicle s from any ele c-
trically-induced muscle motion. In animals in which the tendons ha.d
not been cut, an unusual response pattern was occasionally observed
\vith electric stimuli. An eAample of such a pattern is shown in figure
A3.1. Responses synchronized with the stiITlulus shock occur at laten-
cie s ext remel y long compared to the latency of click re sponse. It is
po ssible that the se are re sponse s to contractions of one or both middle-
ear muscles. In some animals the middle ear was viewed through a
microscope and it was easy to detect twitching of the tensor tympani at
comparable stimulus levels. This muscle response could be due to
electric excitation of either the motor nerves supplying the muscles or
possibly of the muscle fibers themselves. This type of nerve-fiber
re spons·e was never detected in animals whose middle -ear -muscle ten-
dons had been cut.
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Figure A3.1
Histograms of response of a low-fe fiber to click and
shock in a cat with intact middle-ear muscles.
Histogram in (a) shows the pattern of response to a high-
level click (-30 dB re 100 V into I-inch condenser ear-
phone). Histogram in (b) shows response to a 600 JlA,
1 msec shock (round window negative). Note the multi-
ple long -latency peaks in shock re sponse. This cat had
received a mild dose of the ototoxic drug kanamycin,
but degeneration was observed Oilly in the basal 250/0 of
the organ of Corti. Similar patterns of response to shock
were observed in cats which had not been treated with
drugs. as long as the tendons of the middle -ear muscles
were not severed. Fiber RAL 19-16, Ie = 0.286 kHz.
tone threshold = 49 dB SPL. spontaneous discharge rate
~2/sec.
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APPENDIX IV.
INTRACOCHLE.l\R VOLTAGE DEVELOPED.
BY ELECTRIC STIMULI
In general, the intracochlear distribution of current and voltage
developed by the external electric stimuli llsed in this study is not
known, principally because variables of interest were difficult to mea-
sure. The following is an indication of the experimental problems
associated with measurements of intracochlear electric variables.
In the cat the thickness of the bone makes access to scalae of
upper turns difficult, and for recording spatial dependence of intra-
cochlear electric response to sound, species with more suitable ana-
tomical features are generally chosen (Tasaki, Davis, and Legouix,
1952). However, the basal region of the eat's cochlea is accessible
through the round-window membrane, and transverse voltage distribu-
tions can be recorded with suitable microelectrode s (Sohme r, Peake,
and Weiss, 1971).
Using this approach, the voltage across the basilar membrane
was measured when direct current was delivered to the cochlea with
stimulating electrodes in the standard configuratj,on. Currents used
ranged from 50 to 5·00 lJA, and throughout this range the resulting vol-
tage was proportional to stimulus current. The constant of propor-
tionality was approximately 80 mV IrnA, or 80 ohms. A voltage trans-
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fer ratio was not determined, but from the range of typical mid-band
electrode impedance s (1000 to 10, 000 0), it could be estimated that
between 1/10 and 1/100 of electrode voltage was developed across the
basilar membrane. Since electrode impedance increases at low fre-
quency, the actual ratios may be even smaller.
When simila.r measurements we re made as a function of fre-
quency, it was not certain that the recorded voltages were actually
those developed at the tip of the microelectl'ode or whether the appar-
ent voltage was due to stray coupling between stimulus and recording
circuits. In order not to alter characteristics of the cochlea signifi-
cantly, microelectrodes having small tip diameter were required.
However, these electrodes exhibited high tip resistances, and the high
impedance of the measuring circuit then made it susceptible at most
frequencies to capacitively-coupled stray signals from the stimulus
electrodes.
The r~corded voltage V r due to a capacitance C s between a stim-
ulus electrode (of voltage Ve ) and a recording microelectrode of resis-
tance R~ is
IV I l'For _r_ <_V e 10 this can be approximated as
t... , .,.' l
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From this expression, a maximum allowable capacitance can be
calculated by specifying a maximum. stray coupling ratio. For exaln-
pIe, if RfJ = 10 MO and IVr I< _1_, then at 1 kHz, C s < 0.16 pf, andVe 100
at 10 kHz, C s < 0.016 pf. Such small interelectrode capacitance was
evidently not achieved, even with rnicroelectrodes guarded to within a
few mm of the tip. When the stimulus electrodes were energized, with
RfJ = 14 M 0, the recorded voltage was approximately proportional to
frequency and led the stimulus voltage by approximately 900 ,
10 - 5R; jw x ill20 Hz < - < 5 kHz.
2TT
This re suIt could be attributed to a net effe ctive stray coupling capaci-
tance of the order of 1 pf. Thus it was possible that the stray signals
were obscuring the signals of interest. This measurement problem
was not readily solved, and consequently the intracochlear voltages
developed in response to sinusoidal stilnuli in the audio range were
not dete rmined.
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